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experimentally. An Expe(imeno.t MicLO0ve Imagig 6=aity is used to carry
out scattering measurements of scale-models of targets of interest in an
anechoic chamber environment. Automated scattered field measurements with un,-.
precedented accuracy are possible for any state of polarization in the (2-26.5)
GHz range with extension to 40 GHz nearly completed. Smart data acquisition
with which one can efficiently access the 3-D Fourier space of a scattering
object over any range of aspect angles are made possible with the facility.
Two equivalent image reconstruction algorithms: FO uieA invW'on of inter-
polated polar formated data and 6iUmd back p4 jection have been developed
and refined. The filtered back-projection algorithm is found to be more
directly related to the physical scattering mechanism of plane wave illumina-
tion at a conducting target. Our research has led to the development of a
ta'get de.'ved u tence (TR) technique in which aspect dependent )ange-pk/i2
information is utilized to form a 6igAim XepLeAent:aton of the scattering
centers on the target. When the multiaspect range profiles of the target are
aligned properly, a clear sinogram pattern emerges. Point-like scattering
centers on the target give rise to a sinusoidal trace or segment thereof in
the pattern. A direct consequence of TDR is that a common phase reference is
synthesized on the target and that the reconstructed image is always obtained
centered within the image plane. In TDR, the phase of data acquired by arrays
of independent pairs of broad-band coherent transmitter receivers that do not
share a common phase reference can be referred to a common central point on
the target. TDR also makes the imaging process more immune to atmospheric
effects. This is specially useful when millimeter wave spectral windows are
used for higher resolution. Because of the nature of scattering mechanisms of
microwave (pw) and millimeter wave (mmw) illumination from man-made objects,
images of such targets appear to be edge enhanced. The image thus contains
only information about characteristic detail on the target, such as edges,
outlines, protrusions etc., which aids recognitions by the eye-brain system
and has attributes of a pLmaL 6etch that makes it also very useful for machin-
recognition. Techniques for accessing the Fourier space of a moving .6cltte A
with the same accuracy realized with stationary objects in our imaging
facility have also been studied. A doppler compensation scheme employing high
speed frequency measurement and synthesis is found to be the most promising.

Resolution in pw/nmw diversity imaging is proportional, among other things,
to the width of the spectral window over which data is acquired. Very wide
spectral windows can in principle yield images of remote targets e.g., aero-
space targets with near optical resolution. The use of such extended spectral
range is not possible in practice because of equipment limitation, frequency
band allocation, and atmospheric effects. It is possible however to conduct
measurements over separate segments of an extended spectral range. For this
reason a new iterative algorithm for extrapolation of data available in
multiple segmented regions covering an extended spectral range has been
developed. For objects with discrete scattering centers, the algorithm is
shown to furnish images with quality equal to the image obtained had the data
been collected continuously over the entire extended spectral range. This
result has obvious practical implications in that hardware complexity is
traded by cheaper and more readily available computational expenditure. At 1N
the same time limitations imposed by frequency allocation and atmospheric
effects are cleverly bypassed. -%o

Atmospheric effects limit the spectral range useful for microwave diversity
imaging to the lower mw region. As a .esult the aperture (physical or S
synthetic) needed to realize high resolution on remote aerospace targets turns
out to be very large as it must collect data for as wide a range of aspect
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angles of the target as possible. It is worth recalling that different aspect
looks" at the target is what is needed for image formation. Although feasible,

highly thinned, extended broad-band aperture of the type needed can be very costly.
A single coherent broad-band transmitter/receiver can be used then in an ISAR
(inverse SAR) mode to collect the data as the target is moving. This however
is a non-real-time approach and can be time-consuming and even unacceptable in
now situations when a large aperture is to be synthesized in order to achieve
high resolution. One is faced then with the classical problem of how to recognize
the target in microwave diversity imaging from a few looks i.e., the problem of
super-resolution or target recognition from partial information.

For this reason a second approach to Wm/mw target identification based on
,machine recognition where no explicit image formation takes place was pursued.
This approach developed more recently in our research as a result of research in
neural net models and their analogs as a new robust, high-speed, and fault
tolerant approach to signal processing. A research effort in radar target recogni-
tion from partial information based on neural net models and their opto-electronic
implementation has been initiated. Sinogram representations of targets of interest
are considered as learning sets. The basic assumption here is that sinogram
I representations and other kinds of signatures, e.g., polarization maps, of scale
imodels of targets of interest can be generated cost-effectively in our anechoic
',chamber facility to serve as learning sets for a neural processor that can be
Isubsequently used in the recognition of the actual radar targets from few echoes
collected by broad-band trackingr adar systems. Careful attention is being given to
scaling questions and to the principle of electromagnetic similitude in order to
make the "laboratory" generated representations be as realistic as possible and
'therefore useful in the recognition of echoes obtained by any broad-band radar
installation. Preliminary results show that a neural net processor is capable of
distinguishing between models of three aero-space objects from a few looks on each
corresponding to 10 to 20 percent of their corresponding sinogram representations.

'The neural net processor in this work performed the function of information storage,
processing, and labeling of the target recognized simultaneously. Current work is
considering the question of self-organization and learning in neural nets as a
means for the net to generate its own representations of the items it is supposed
to become familiar with rather than being deliberately programmed to do so as was
the case in our preceeding work. Stochastic learning algorithms and fast opto-
electronic analog architectures and implementations based on simulated annealing
in the context of a Boltmzann machine formalism are being studied. Work in this
area is being vigorously pursued as it might have far reaching implications in
mrt sensing and recognition and artificial intelligence systems. Simulated
annealing as an optimization process has also been found in our work to be very
useful in phased-array antenna pattern synthesis.
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RESEARCH IN IMAGE UNDERSTANDING AS APPLIED TO 3-D TOMOGRAPHIC

IMAGING WITH NEAR OPTICAL RESOLUTION

1. Introduction

Our research in high resolution microwave imaging shows that massive

amounts of information about a scattering object can be gathered by

measurements that combine angular, spectral and polarization diversity and

trade-offs between spectral and angular degrees of freedom can be used to

enhance cost effectiveness of microwave diversity imaging systems. The data

collected can be used to access the 3-D Fourier space or p-space of the

scatterer which can be Fourier inverted to yield 3-D image information

either projectively or tomographically (in slices or cross-sectional

outlines when the object is metallic). This indicates that three-

dimensional microwave imaging of distant aerospace targets at resolutions

comparable or exceeding the capabilities of optical imagers (whose operation

is severely degraded by atmospheric effects) is feasible. The aim of

research described in this report was to attain new levels of image

understanding that are useful in the study and demonstration of 3-D

microwave remote imaging with near optical resolution or better. Real-time

operation and cost-effectiveness were of primary concern. tAlso the

presentation of 3-D image detail to the observer in such a fashion as to aid

recognition by the eye-brain system was an objective, although the study of

automated identification and classification technique was not excluded and

encouraging initial results in this regard have recently been obtained and

are included here.
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2. Summary of Important Findings

Achievement of the above goals required a new level of insight and

understanding of the dynamics of electro-magnetic scattering and inverse

scattering in general and those of microwave/millimeter wave diversity

imaging in particular. This understanding has lead to the identification of

imaging algorithms capable of judiciously combining smart data acquisition,

signal processing including image enhancement and restoration, and efficient

3-D image presentation and display. New levels of insight and understanding

developed by the program have also contributed to the development of

generalized imaging theory applicable to all modes of coherent or

incoherent, synthetic or nonsynthetic multidimensional (2-D and 3-D) imaging

systems and to the development of new indirect imaging modalities where the

object transform is the data collected and from which an image is formed.

The availability of the object transform (e.g., Fourier transform) permits

the application of sophisticated analysis and filtering methods that play a

major role in facilitating the study of imaging processes. Progress in all

these aspects has been reported in earlier annual reports, [1]-[4] and in

journal articles and proceedings of technical meetings (see list of

publications in section 3 of this report).

Real-time, cost-effective imaging of remote scattering objects with

near optical resolution using microwaves (or millimeter waves) provides a

valuable tool in several applications. These include damage assessment of

satellites and other aero-space objects, identification and classification

of ground vehicles and aero-space objects and debris with low proability of

error, radar cross-section reduction (diaphanization) to reduce probability

of detection, non-destructive evaluation (NDE) of critical dielectric and

-2-



composite material components that do not lend themselves to other NDE

techniques, and 3-D analysis and study of storm centers.

Specifically, the approach followed in this research is based on

intelligent combination of thorough understanding of scattering mechanisms,

image enhancement and restoration, with smart data acquisition over extended

spectral windows that start in the lower microwave range and extend into the

millimeter wave region. The argument for using extended spectral windows is

found in the results of our X and polarization diversity imaging work in the

(6-18) GHz range described in the reports and publications cited earlier.

These results made it abundantly clear that the utility of our Experimental

Microwave Measurement and Imaging Facility described in earlier reports [l]-

[2) can be drastically enhanced by extending its spectral range of operation

down to 2 GHz and upto 40 GHz. In particular the reduction in the side-lobe

level of the spatially variant point spread function (PSF) provided by

inclusion of lower spectral frequencies and the ensuing reduction of

speckle, indicated by an idealized analysis given in [1] are two obvious

motives. Furthermore, extending operation down to 2 GHz provides probing

wavelength ranges up to 15 cm which exceed the characteristic sizes of a

number of sub-structures on the test objects utilized in our studies. For

example the engines, fuel tanks, and tail section of a 100:1 scale model of

a B-52 we frequently use as test target are all of the order of or less than

15 cm. This places scattering from these components in their Rayleigh or

resonance regime and enhances image quality by causing a "filling-up" of the

image. This leads for example to a desirable alteration of the image of the

engines, appearing usually as two dots located at the ends of their nearly

cylindrical shapes, to a more continuous image resembling more closely their

optical image. It is possible of course to investigate Rayleigh and

-3-



resonance scattering with a (6-18) GHz system by reducing the size of the

test models employed. This however will result in an unacceptable reduction

of the radar return necessitating the use of higher levels of irradiance at

the target. The argument for extending the operational range up to 40 GHz

stems from the desire to collect information about finer detail on the

scaled target representing for example damaged structure on an actual

target.

Figure 1 shows examples of two microwave diversity projection images of

the scale model of a B-52 used as a test target in our experimental

Microwave Imaging Facility. The image in Fig. 1(a) is obtained using a

spectral window of (6-18) GHz while that in Fig. 1(b) is obtained with a

spectral window of (2-18) GHz. The angular window of data acquisition in

both cases was about 900 from head-on to broad-side in 128 looks. The

spectral window were covered by incrementing the frequency in steps of -860I
MHz. The elevation angle in both cases was 300. It is easily verified that

the (2-18) GHz image exhibits improved delineation of detail such as the

engines and fuel tanks as compared to the (6-18) GHz image. Also the

fuselage d sail (vertical tail sections) are better delineated. The

outlines of the wings and the tail are however de-emphasized somewhat in the

(2-18) GHz image because of the effect of low frequency scattering data

included in this image. Extension of the upper limit spectral window for

example to 40 GHz while maintaining the 2 GHz lower limit is expected to

restore the sharpness of the wings and tail section and to result in further

image improvement.

The images shown are symmetry enhanced and polarization enhanced as

described in earlier reports and publications and have been obtained by

means of an elaborate target derived reference technique (TDR) developed and

-4-
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refined in our work which removes the range-phase caused by the unknown

range to a specific reference phase center on the target in order to be able

to form an intelligible image.

Resolution in liw/mmw diversity imaging depends among other things on

the width of the available spectral window. Extended spectral windows

covering the ow and portions of the mmw range can lead to resolution on

remote targets (e.g., aerospace targets) exceeding those of optical systems

which are more susceptible to atmospheric effects than uw/mmw imaging

systems. Hardware availability and frequency band allocation may limit

however data acquisition in practice to nonoverlapping bands that can cover

a wide spectral range. The question then is how to employ information

collected in such multiple restricted frequency bands to retrieve by

extrapolation into the missing bands an image of the target equivalent or

approaching the quality of that obtained had the entire un-interrupted

spectral range been available .

A new iterative method for extrapolation of incomplete segmented data

available in multiple separated bands has therefore been proposed and

tested. The method uses the Burg algorithm to find the linear prediction

parameters and an iterative procedure to improve the estimation of the

linear prediction parameters and extrapolation of the data. This method is

especially effective when the spectra (Fourier transform of the observed

data) are in discrete forms. In the context of radar imaging represented

here, this means the object consist of discrete or distinctly spaced

scattering centers. The advantage of this algorithm were demonstrated using

both numerically generated and realistic experimental data pertaining to

high resolution radar imaging. Detail of this work is given in Appendix V.

-6-%



The image formation principle for microwave diversity imaging systems

can be understood by investigating the scattering mechanisms of the object

and the image reconstruction algorithms. After looking into these two

factors, several numerical and experimental results can be satisfactorily

explained. The image of a metallic object obtained using prescribed

spectral and angular windows can be predicted accordingly. This successful

interpretation is fundamental to research in radar cross section management

studies and target imaging and recognition. Recent research in this regard

and the results obtained are summarized in some detail in Appendix I.

The ultimate aim of all imaging systems is recognition and

identification. In the microwave diversity imaging work described above,

the recognition and identification is performed by an observer i.e.

identification is done by the eye-brain system.

Another approach, to target identification which emerged more recently

in our research, is less traditional than mere formation of a high

resolution image suitable for human analysis. It involves automated machine

recognition. Here we are concerned with issues of correct recognition and

labeling by a machine from partial or sketchy information and with systems

that can do this in a robust and fault tolerant manner. In this new

approach, the role of the eye-brain system in recognizing an image is

mimicked by the machine which makes the recognition process "brain-like" in

nature. The approach is based on neural net models and their opto-

electronic analogs which exploits the fit between what optics can offer

(parallelism and massive interconnectivity) and what neural net models can

offer (new approach to signal processing that is nonlinear and collective

and therefore fast, .robust, and fault tolerant). The two approaches are

coupled in that automated machine recognition with artificial neural

-7-



networks relies on the generation of target or object representations or

feature spaces that can lead to "distortion tolerant" recognition i.e.,

recognition irrespective of target range, orientation, or location within

the field of view i.e., what is traditionally referred to as scale,

rotation, and shift invariant recognition. The generation of such

representations usually involves the same gear employed in traditional

)lw/mmw diversity imaging where spectral, angular, and polarization degrees

of freedom are combined to realize images of the scattering targets with

near optical resolution. In fact the representations or feature spaces

often contain exactly the same information contained in a w/mnw image of

the target except it is arranged in a different format that is more amenable

for use in automated recognition schemes. This approach has lead to the

emergence of a new concept of achieving the ultimate resolution thrugh

correct recognition of the target by a machine. In other words correct

recognition of the target by a machine is synonymous with producing a very

high resolution image with detail sufficient for reliable recognition by the

eye-brain system and for discrimination between closely similar targets.

Among its many fascinating capabilities such as robustness and fault

tolerance, the brain is also able to recognize objects from partial

information. We can recognize a partially obscured or shadowed face of an

acquaintance or a multilated photograph of someone we know with little

difficulty. The brain has a knack for supplementing missing information.

Capitalizing on this feature and on our knowledge of neural models and their

collective computational properties, (see 15 and 16 of list of publications)

a study of "neural processing" for recognizing objects from partial

information has been initiated. An example of the capabilities of this new

-8-
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and intriguing approach in automated recognition and labeling of radar

targets from partial information is given in Fig. 2. Details of this

preliminary work is given in Appendix IV.

Object recognition employing hetero-associative memory based on models

of neural networks may obviate the need for expensive or non real-time image

formation in the field. Images of scale models of objects of interest and

their sinogram representations are produced indoors in our microwave imaging

facility at a fraction of the cost of an actual radar system operating to

form images of actual targets intended for recognition by the eye-brain

system. (See Appendix IV). The sinogram representations which can be

viewed also as signatures or feature-spaces of targets of interest are

taught to a hetero-associative memory by associating them with identifying

letter labels. When such a hetero-associative memory is presented with

partial sinogram information, that can be as low as 10% of the full

sinogram, the memory will supplement the missing information and produce the

correct label. This ability of supplementing missing information is

synonymous with "super resolution". It is akin to our ability for example

to recognize a photograph of someone we know even when part of it is missing

or to understand a sentence in a handwritten letter even when some of the

words are not legible. Partial sinogram information can be produced much

more rapidly, easily, and economically in the field by actual radar systems

than producing full sinogram or image. Thus a few looks at the target from

slightly different aspects may be sufficient for recognition. The real

challenge is to recognize the target from one look i.e., from one broadband

radar echo and also for non-aerospace targets in the presence of clutter.

The achievement of this aim employing artificial neural processors is a

major objective of our current and future research. It is important to note

-9-
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that, unlike a conventional memory in a computer, the hetero-associative

memory here performs the functions of storage, processing, and recognition

simultaneously. As such it is more correct to regard it as a "neural

processor". A primary objective of our future research in this area is the

study of generating realistic target representation employing scale models

in an anechoic chamber environment. Careful consideration of scaling issues

and of the principle of electromagnetic sinLlitude are called for in order

to be able to generate from scale models feature spaces (e.g., sinogram and

polarization representations) that resemble those obtained had the actual

object been interrogated in the field by a realistic broad-band radar

system.

Our research during this period examined also several approaches to the

problem of accessing the 3-D Fourier space of a scattering body undergoing

irrotational motion. The criterion for selecting the best approach were

speed, accuracy and economy. The method chosen, shown in Fig. 3, exploits

recent advances in the state-of-the-art of Microwave instrumentation to

enable the study of innovative and efficient approaches to data acquisition

that were generally thought not to be feasible a short time ago. The scheme

utilizes two capabilities of current microwave instrumentation. High speed

computer controlled frequency synthesis and high-speed frequency

measurement. These capabilities are combined in the arrangement shown to

realize rapid determination of the doppler shift FD in the signal scattered

from the moving scatterer (target) which can then be compensated for in the

phase and amplitude measurement of the scattered field carried out by the

coherent receiver (hp 8410B Network Analyzer) whose intermediate

* J.D. Stratton, Electromagnetic Theory, McGraw Hill, New York (1941). pp.
488-490.

-11-
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local oscillator is effectively made to equal FRF * FD using an externally

synthesized signal at frequency FIF + FD for the reference IF channel of the

network analyzer. This eliminates the effect of Doppler shift on the phase

measurement and provides data very much similar to that generated had the

target been stationary and it merely changes its aspect relative to the line

of sight of the interrogating radar system. Note the low frequency

synthesizer source of the FIF + FD signal, the hp 3325A synthesizer, is

phase-locked to the RF source of illumination of the target. This

synthesized source has been carefully chosen because its high frequency

resolution which enables setting the doppler shift of the IF reference

precisely to the measured value of FD. This frequency resolution is

necessary because any discrepancy between the intermediate frequency (IF)

reference signal and the down converted IF version of the target echo signal

in the network analyzer results in an undesirable time varying phase error.

In this arrangement the complex frequency response of the moving scatterer

is measured rapidly in discrete frequency steps following the determination

of the doppler shift and the setting of the low frequency intermediate

frequency reference synthesizer to (FIF + FD). If we assume that 100

frequency stepped measurements per second, as limited by the bandwidth of

the phase/amplitude measuring segment of the network analyzer, can be

performed, then the Doppler shift during this interval is expected to change

negligibly for most practical targets including aerospace targets.

Therefore the Doppler measurement and doppler compensation operation need

not be performed frequently by the system but only occasionally or at most

once at the beginning of each digital frequency sweep.

-13-



All the instrumentation to verify this scheme is now available in our

laboratory with the exception of the hp 3325A low frequency synthesizer. In

the next phase of this research we plan to either purchase or lease this

instrument in order to carry out this experiment.

As described earlier, the smart sensing capabilities of our Uw/mmw

diversity imaging approach were exploited to generate target representations

(sinogram representations or feature spaces) which were used in turn to

compute the synaptic connectivity matrix of the neural net processor. This

operation is equivalent to deliberate programming of the neural net

processor to perform certain pattern recognition task. One of the most

intriguing and potentially useful properties of neural nets is their ability

to self-organize and learn ,;here the net forms its own internal

representations of the associations it is presented with by internally

altering the weights of interconnections between its neurons in accordance

to some learning algorithm. Self-organization and learning in neural nets

by simulated annealing in the context of a Boltzmann machine formalism is

one of their attributes that sets them apart from other approaches to signal

processing. Self organization and learning in neural nets can play an

important role in the development of smart sensing, artificial intelligence,

and high-speed knowledge processing systems.

Simulated annealing is known to be an effective tool in the solution of

combinatorial optimization problems where an "energy" or "cost" function is

to be minimized as a means of finding a solution. It has been applied in

the solution of a wide range of combinatorial optimization problems. We

have found recently that it can also be an effective tool in phased array

antenna design where simulated annealing is applied to determine the binary

(+,-1) weights of the phased array elements that yield an optimal radiation

-14-



pattern as far as beamwidth and side-lobe level are concerned. Detail of

this work is given in Appendix V.

-15-
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ABSTACT

The image formation principle for microwave diversity imaging systems
can be understood from investigating the scattering mechanisms of the object

and the image reconstruction algorithms. After looking into these two factors,

several numerical and experimental results can be satisfactorily explained. The

image of a metallic object obtained by prescribed spectral and angular win-

dows can be predicted accordingly. This successful interpretation is fundamen-

tal to research in radar cross section management studies and target recogni-

tion.
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IMAGE UNDERSTANDING AND INTERPRETATION IN
MICROWAVE DIVERSITY IMAGING

Hsueh-jyh Li, Nabil H. Farha, Yuhryen Shen, Charles Werner

The Moore School of Electrical Engineering
University of Pennsylvania

Philadelphia, PA. 19104

L INTRODUCTION

The image properties obtained by microwaves are different from those obtained by opti-

cal waves. The relative long wavelength of microwaves is the main reason. Optical

wavelengths are usually smaller than the surface roughness of most objects. The surface can

be seen through the waves scattered from the rough surface. The same surface might be

smooth compared to microwave wavelengths, and therefore its microwave image can be

entirely different from its optical counterpart.

Determination of the shape of a perfectly conducting body from a finite number of meas-

urement of the scattered fields has been considered as an inverse scattering problem [1,2,3],

where the input (the illuminating plane wave) is known and the outputs (the scattered far

fields) are measured, and the object function to be determined is the geometrical shape of the

body. It has been proven that under the physical optics (PO) approximation, the object func-

tion could be determined if the back-scattered fields could be measured for all frequencies and

all directions[2,3]. In reality, the spectral and angular windows for the data are limited. Furth-

ermore, the PO approximation will fail when the wavelength is not small compared to the

characteristic dimension of the object. Therefore, the microwave image reconstructed over
finite spectral and angular windows are not exactly the geometrical shape of the object.

Microwave images have been obtained by several different schemes, for example, side-

looking radar, synthetic aperture radar (SAR), inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR)[4],

radio camera (5], microwave holography (61, microwave diversity imaging [7,81, etc. Different

schemes may produce different images and the images were interpreted in different ways.

Radar workers modeled the object with a reflectivity distribution function (9], while elec-

tromagnetics workers modeled the object from more rigorous expressions [1,2,3]. The nature

of the reconstructed images depends on the data acquisition systems and the reconstruction
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algorithm. For example, the SAR image is derived using a range measuring technique in one

dimension and the cross range coordinate is then introduced by processing many range returns

along the synthesized aperture [9]. The effect of finite range resolution produces a "breaking

up" of the image in the range direction that accentuates edges of the image and eliminates

portions of the image which have constant intensity over long distances. The radio camera

method treats the image problem from the antenna design point of view. Beamforming and

scanning are the two main processes of the image reconstruction algorithm, and the element

separation is in terms of wavelength [5]. Microwave diversity imaging systems make full use

of angular, wavelength, and polarization diversity and to obtain images of metallic objects

with nearly optical resolution [8]. 2-D Fourier transform method or filtered back-projection

method are the image reconstruction algorithms of that imaging scheme. The image properties

are close to those of SAR images.

The principle of microwave diversity imaging is based on the PO approximation and

Born approximation. An object scattering function was first defined, and then it was shown

that the object scattering function and the corrected scattered fields are 3-d Fourier transform

pair. It was thought that the reconstructed image represents the object scattering function.

However, if the position of the transmitter is changed, or if the object has been rotated, then

the object scattering function cannot be defined clearly. This situation also occurs in SAR or

ISAR images. What the image represents and how the image will look like over a given finite

spectral and angular windows were not fully explained and discussed.

The principle of image formation for microwave diversity imaging system can be under-

stood from investigating the scattering mechanism of the object and the procedures of the

reconstruction algorithm. After looking into these two factors, several numerical and experi-

mental results can be satisfactorily explained. Also, the image of a metallic object obtained by
prescribed spectral and angular windows can be predicted accordingly.

In this paper, the microwave diversity imaging system will be briefly described; the

scattering mechanism of the object and the procedures of the reconstruction algorithm will be

studied; what the images represent and what the image will look like over prescribed angular

and spectral windows will be interpreted and predicted; some numerical and experimental

examples of reconstructed images will be given and discussed; an alternative interpretation of

the edge enhancement property of microwave diversity image will be given and discussed.
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I. DESCRI]PTION OF MICROWAVE DIVERSITY IMAGING SYSTEMS

The simplified microwave diversity imaging arrangement is shown in Fig.1. A metallic

object seated on a rotating pedestal is illuminated by a plane wave with unit amplitude. The

distance between the rotation center 0 and the transmitter and receiver are R, and R, respec-

tively, the unit vectors in the direction of transmitter and receiver are 1, and 14 respectively,

and both are perpendicular to the rotation axis. Using the PO approximation and far field con-

dition, the vector potential at the receiver can be expressed as [8]

J e- s. 2n (?')×iH e jk[(fr-)'"l]S ' (1)

where k is the wave number, Sill the illuminated region, Ai ( 7'') the unit normal vector at

7"', 1H the unit vector of the incident magnetic field. The scattered field is related to the vec-

tor potential by
rk ,44) = j ca4k,4.) (2)

where A; is the transverse component of X along the direction 1, . Express k ( 1, - It ) as

the 3-d position vector P in Fourier space and i (7"' )x 1H as the object scattering function

r 7" ), the vector potential becomes

A keiRP f - r P dr 3

where

2(7') x Il on the illuminated surface
( i"")= to elsewhere (4)

If the term in front the integral is removed, the integral in Eq.(3) shows that measurement of

the vector potential carried out for a sufficient range of values of P that are realized by vary-

ing 4 (angular diversity) and by varying k (frequency or wavelength diversity) permits

accessing a finite region of the 3-d Fourier space data (8].

It is noted that the object scattering function is uniquely defined only if both the object

and il are fixed during the measurement interval. This condition holds only if the object and

the transmitting antenna are kept stationary relative to each other while the receiving antenna

is moved. If the object is rotated (as in the case of Fig.l) or the transmitter is moved (as in

SAR), then the object scattering function can no longer be defined uniquely, and the 3-d

0
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Fourier transform relation between the corrected far field and the "object scattering function"

will no longer be exactly satisfied.

In spite of the ambiguity of the relationship between the scattered field and "object

scattering function" as stated above, microwave images were reconstructed by Fourier

transform of the corrected scattered fields. What the image represented and what the image

will look like for given spectral and angular windows needed more investigation.

In the following, we will investigate the scattering mechanism of the object and the pro-

cedures of the reconstruction algorithm to interpret what the image represents and to predict

what the image will look like over prescribed angular and spectral windows.

IIL SCATTERING PROPERTIES OF A METALLIC OBJECT

For an object large compared to a wavelength of the incident wave, the major contribu-

tions to the scattered field are specular scattering points, edge diffraction, and multiple scatter-

ing points [101. The properties of the above three scattering mechanisms will be briefly dis-

cussed.

1. Specular scattering points

Under the physical optics approximation, the asymptotic expression of Eq.(1) as k goes

to infinity can be obtained by applying the stationary phase method [II] and the result is

where 71' are the vectors such that

d[(4 -4 )7b
d[(_____10_=_=01 (6)

da' I

and

2 [(i,-1).' 1

dSi - da' 21

where is derivative with respect to the surface curvature. The points corresponding to

the solutions of Eq.(6) are called stationary points or equiphase points or scattering centers.

The absolute value of the term h ( r')xH / is called the scattering strength for those

'k No %% N4.
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scattering centers. It is seen that locations of the scattering centers depend on directions of ,

and I4 as well as the shape of the metallic surface. The scattering strength for each scattering

center depends on the local properties of the scattering centers. The second derivative at the

stationary point is proportional to the curvature of that point. The above analysis. illustrates

that the objects we would be dealing with in high frequency radar imaging are of discrete

form, consisting of point scattering centers.

2. Conducting wedge with finite length

The diffracted field of a finite edge for arbitrary incidence and observation or diffraction

angles has been derived [12], where the concept of equivalent electrical current and equivalent

magnetic current has been applied.

Without loss of generality, consider a z-directed finite wedge with included angle (2-n)ix

and edge length L as shown in Fig.2. The origin is chosen at the center of the edge. Let the

x-axis be directed along the normal to the edge lying on the front face of the wedge, and the

y-axis be coincident with the normal to this face, with I ' the direction of incident wave, and

I the direction of diffracted wave. The angles between the I and 1 ' and the edge are 0 and

0 ' respectively. The angle between the front face and the edge-fixed plane of incidence con-
taining the vectors I ' and ! is 0' The corresponding angle for the edge-fixed plane of

observation is €.

The incident field can be decomposed into TE and TM components(or parallel and per-

pendicular polarization) with respect to the plane of incidence while the diffracted wave can

also be decomposed into TE and TM components with respect to the plane of observation.

Denote the equivalent electric current and equivalent magnetic current on the edge as I and

M. The expression of I and M for arbitrary incidence and observation angles has been found

in [12]. For the special case of backscattering and plane conductor (i.,e, n=2), the expression

of I and M can be simplified as:

jkE-(Cos - ' 2 cos O ( 1 + cos (8)
IE jk sin2O cos0 jk sin2 O sin 0

S( I +Cos

jk sin2 0 cost (9)

-,11,

Iq
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where H, and E, are the z component of the incident fields along the edge. The scattered

fields can be shown to be

Eq= e-)4 sinO I L sin ( cose) (10)
4z r kLcos e

E#= R -L 41 - sin 0 • M • L ,sin (kL cos O)
4e 4xt r kL cos 0

3. Multiple reflection points

In some situations, multiple reflections become the major contributors to the scattered

field. To determine the positions of the multiple reflection points, the ray optics approxima-

tion can be used. The ray should satisfy Snell's law, i.e., the angle of incidence should be

equal to angle of reflection. Assume now that the multiple reflection points have been found,

then the scattered field due to a set of two multiple reflection points may be approximated by
A*(k) = Ike -jkR "I 2 2i ( 72 ') x t72 (k ) e ik (" - ;21) '] (')

where

l'2 (k) =P 21 XA 2 (k) (13)
(13

X2() jke - j kR n j 2n 2fi (7, ) x 1H ek(' &/ 101 (14)2 (k)= 4j 2 % 2 n(.l .1 e (14)

4XR21 k 4r_ -

where R 2 1 is the distance between the two scattering points, P21 the unit vector connecting

from scattering point 1 to point 2, 72 ' and ?, ' the position vectors of the two multiple

scattering points, S 1 and S2 the second derivative at points 1 and 2 as defined in Eq.(7), and

h (7'1 ')and ii (72') the normal vectors at position 1 ' and 72' respectively.

IV. INTERPRETATION OF THE RECONSTRUCTED IMAGES

The reconstruction method used in microwave diversity imaging systems is either the

back-projection method or the 2-d FT method. These two methods have been proven to yield

equivalent results [13]. The back-projection algorithm, however, provides more physical

insight to the image formation process of microwave diversity imaging. The two basic pro-

cedures in the back-projection algorithm are first to obtain filtered range profiles and second

the back-projection. The Fourier transform of the frequency response with respect to
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frequency will give the range profiles at that view angle. The filtered range profile is the FT

of the product of the frequency response and a frequency weighting function.

The range profiles due to different scattering mechanisms can be obtained by taking the

Fourier transform of the respective corrected scattered field frequency response. Because the

scattered fields are measured only over a finite bandwidth and low frequency data is not avail-

able, the range profile obtained by FT of the passband data will be different from that

obtained by FT of the infinite bandwidth data. The effect of passband filter will be discussed

in more detail in the later section. Where the scattering centers are the major contributors, the

Fourier transform of Eq.(5) with respect to frequency will give peaks at the differential ranges

of the scattering centers with amplitude equal to the scattering strength. Where an edge is the

major contributor, the Fourier transform of Eq.(10) and (11) will give two peaks which are at

the differential ranges of the end points of the edge with an amplitude roughly proportional to

sinc (kLcos 0 ). Where the multiple reflection points are the major contributors, the Fourier

transform of Eq.(12) will give peaks at a range equal to the differential range of the multiple

scattering path. To a first order approximation, the scattered field of a complex object can be

expressed as the linear superposition of the scattered field from discrete scattering centers,

diffraction from the "visible" edges, and the scattered fields from any present multiple

reflection points. Peaks of the range profiles, therefore, correspond to the differential ranges

of the specular points, the end points of the "visible" edges, and the differential ray path

length of the multiple scattering points.

Once the range profiles are known for sufficient number of object aspects, the next step

is to back-project the range profiles onto each pixel of the image plane. When the object is

rotated or the receiver is moved, the scattering centers will move to those points which satisfy

Eq.(6) with scattering strengths given by Eq.(7). The differential ranges and the equivalent

scattering strength of the end points of edges will also be changed.

The implemention of the back-projection algorithm should satisfy the following require-

ments[ 14]:

(1). The back-projection line should contribute to those pixels which it intersects and to no

others.

(2). The contribution to the backprojection line must be proportional to the scattering

strength.

!I
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(3). The contributions to a pixel from different filtered range profiles must add 'coherently'

such that the bipolar nature of the filtered range profiles is preserved.

If only the scattering centers are considered, after back-projection, the image recon-

structed can be interpreted as "collections of the projected scattering centers over the angular

window". To predict what the image will look like over the angular window, one can forum-

late the surface equations of the target, use Eq.(6) and Eq.(7) to locate the positions and cal-

culate the scattering strength of the scattering centers for each view angle, and then use back-

projection to reconstruct the images. If the surface of the object is smooth, and the incremen-

tal rotation angle is small, then the image will be "the projected outline of the scattering

centers of the object over the angular window".

For an edge with finite length, its image can also be formulated through back-projection.

To simplify the discussion, only the back-scattering case (i.e., when I = -I' in Fig. 2) is con-

sidered. Let L be the length of the wedge. For a specific aspect angle, the positions of the

peaks in the range profile are located at the projections of the end points along the line of

sighL Amplitudes of the peaks are functions of 0 and € and are proportional to sine

( kLcos 0 ), where e, 0 are defined in the edge-fixed coordinate as described in Fig.2. After

back-projection, the contribution to the reconstructed image due to this view angle will be two

lines. Each of these lines passes through one of the end points. When the object is continu-

ously rotated, 0 and 0 will also be changed. The contributions to the reconstructed image due

to the data of each view is two lines, except when 0 = 900. All the back-projection lines pass

through one of the two points, which means the brightness of the end points is intensified. If

the angular window containes a view so that 0 = 900 (the incident wave is normal to the

edge), then the back-proje tion due to this view will produce a bright line because L cose =0,

and sinc ( kL cos 0 ) = 1, and this bright line will overlap with the edge. The edge, then, will

appear in the reconstructed image only if the angular window contains this view; otherwise,

the reconstructed image of an edge will be only two bright points.

V. EXAMPLES

Some examples of the reconstructed images and their interpretations are given next. In

the following numerical examples, the frequency coverage is from 6 GHz to 16 GHz. In the

first example, we show the dependence of the image on the data acquisition geometry (mono-

chromatic and bistatic schemes). Consider an infinite metallic cylinder with radius 20 cm. The
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cylinder axis is parallel to the rotation axis. The transmitting and receiving antennas have the

same linear polarization which is parallel to the axis of cylinder. The reconstructed images

are obtained by rotating the target over 3600 and by changing the bistatic angle of the

transmitter and receiver over 3600 . The scattering center of a cylinder in the monostatic case

is at a point with its surface normal vector parallel to the incident wave, while the scattering

center in the bistatic case is at a point with its surface normal vector parallel to the line

bisecting the directions of incidence and observation. The scattering strength of the scattering

center for the bistatic case is proportional to cos a, where a is the bistatic angle. The collec-

tion of the scattering centers is a circle for the monostatic case and is a semicircle for the bis-

tatic case. The positions of the scattering centers on the cylinder by rotating the object (or

equivalently by rotating the transmitter/receiver around the object) and by rotating the receiver

only and the sketchs of the back-projection for these two cases are shown in Fig.3(a) and 3(b)

respectively. The numerical simulated images are shown in Fig.3(c) and 3(d).

In another example, we show the effect of the angular window on the reconstructed

image. The geometry of a plate is shown in Fig.4(a). The inclination angle between the plate

and the rotational axis is a.. The polarizations of the transmitting and receiving antennas are

right-hand circularly polarized and left-hand circularly polarized respectively, which means

that the image is formed from the co-polarized scattered field. The scattered fields of the hex-

agonal plate are assumed to be contributed by the six edges. The images reconstructed from

angular window I ( 0, 1800 ), window 2 ( 0, 1100 ), window 3 ( 70, 1800 ), and window 4

(0, 87 0) are shown in Fig.4(b) to 4(e) respectively. In window 1, each edge becomes nor-

mal during rotation of the object to a particular incident vector, therefore, all edges appear in

the image of Fig.4(b). In window 2, there is no incident vector normal to edge 1 and 4, hence

these two edges disappear in Fig.4(c); but the end points have been intensified. The image of

Fig.4(d) and 4(e) can be interpreted in the same manner.

In another example, we show the effect of multiple scattering on the image and the effect

of different bistatic angles of data acquisition. The object consists of two parallel separated

long cylinders as shown in Fig.5(a). The radius of each cylinder is 4 cm, and the distance

between the two cylinders is 60 cm. Both the transmitting and receiving antennas are right-

hand circularly polarized which mean that the image is formed from the cross-polarized scat-

tered field. In this transmitting and receiving antenna system, multiple scattering phenomenon

is more pronounced, because the specular reflection will be rejected by the antenna arrange-

ment. Experimental and numerical results concerning multiple scattering on this structure has

.I
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been discussed in (15]. Series expansion solutions were used to calculate the scattered fields,

and lengthy computing time is needed to generate the field data. However, under high fre-

quency approximation, the multiple reflection points for a given set of aspect angle and bis-

tatic angle can be found by ray optics. The detail of the derivation is given in the appendix.

The differential path length versus rotation angle and the numerically reconstructed images

with bistatic angle a = 00 , a = 160, and a = 400 are shown in Fig. 5(c),(d) and (e)

respectively. For a bistatic case, there are two sets of multiple reflection points. The

differential path lengths of these two sets are different and is a function of the bistatic angle,

which explains the difference between these images. It is seen that multiple reflections has

produced artifact in the image, that does not correspond to the physical shape of the object.

An experimental example of the reconstructed image of a complex object is given next.

The test object, a metalized 100:1 scale model of a B-52 aircraft with 79 cm wing span and

68 cm long fuselage was mounted on a computer-controlled positioner situated in an anechoic

chamber enviroment. 201 equal frequency steps covering the 6.1 to 17.5 GHz range were used

to obtain the frequency response of the object. The transmitting and receiving antennas are

both right-hand circularly polarized. The reconstructed image of the test object using data col-

lected in an angular window of 900 extending from head-on to broadside in 128 looks is

shown in Fig.6. The intensity or brightness of each pixel in the image is proportional to the

average scattering strength of that portion over this angular window. This fact indicates that

microwave diversity imaging can be applied to the study of radar cross section (RCS)

management.

Over this angular window, there exist certain rotation angles such that the edges of the

right wing and right tail are perpendicular to the bisection line or of the angle between the

lines joining the transmitter and receiver to the rotation center of the target. However, there is

no such rotation angle that the bisecting line is perpendicular to the edges of the left wing and

tail. Therefore, the edges of the right wing and right tail can be seen in the reconstructed

image, while the appearance of the left tail in the image shows only the end points of the

edges as shown in Fig.6(b).

If the angular window is reduced to 720 from head-on as shown in Fig.6(c), the recon-

structed image becomes as shown in Fig.6(d). Over this reduced angular window, there is no

specular reflection from the fuselage and engines and fuel tank on the right side. This explain

the difference between Fig.6(b) and 6(d). From the above experimental examples, we can

I'
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conclude that the microwave images represent the "collection of the projected scattering

centers, those visible edges which are perpendicular to the bisection line, and end points of

the visible edges, over the precribed angular window".

The above examples show that the reconstructed image is dependent on the data acquisi-

tion parameters (monostatic, bistatic, polarization, frequency range, angular window) and

hence care must be taken for proper interpretation of the image.

VL ALTERNATIVE INTERPRETATION OF EDGE ENCHANCEMENT PROPERTY

OF MICROWAVE IMAGE

As mentioned in Sec.II and ref [2,3], the scattering object function defined is related to

the geometrical shape of the object. SAR images or the images obtained by microwave diver-

sity imaging, however, are not solid filled images, but are contoured or edge-enchanced

images as illustrated in the previous examples. This property can be explained from the image

formation principles described in the previous sections, however, it can also be explained from

another point of view.

In SAR, in stead of the object scattering function, a target reflectivity p(x, R ) is defined

in terms of the range coordinate R and cross-range coordinate x measured from the center of

the synthetic aperture [9]. The effect of the finite range resolution on the nature of SAR

image was discussed [9]. The range processed retur., with finite resolution was derived using

successive integration by parts, and a conclusion was made that the finite range resolution

accentuates edges of the image and eliminates portions of the image which have constant

intensity over long distances. This conclusion can also be easily obtained by analyzing the

scattered fields from the frequency domain over a finite bandwidth. By using the same exam-

ple as in [9], the range reflectivity is shown in Fig. 7. The scattered field which is the Fourier

transform of the range reflectivity can be obtained by successive differentiation of the range

reflectivity with respect to range. From the fundamental Fourier transform theorem, we have

the following FT pairs:

f (R)... F( o)

f "(R ) .- i CO.F ( 0o)

f"(R ). --..- 2F( wo)

The FT of (R - R. ) is e - R ' 0. The FT of Fig. 7 can be easily expressed as
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e-jR e -iR 30 eR40
FW)-a + a • a3 a4----- (15)

where a2 and a3 are the slope of the segment 2 and 3 respectively. If the ratio of the highest

frequency to the lowest frequency of the measurement system is not much larger than 1, then

the denominator can be approximated by

= = 1 (16)
. 0.5(om.. + omun) wo

1 1 (17)

The estimated target reflectivity (or range profile) will be

1(R) =a1(R-Rs ) + a28(R -R2) - a38(R-R3)- a48(R-R4)] * sinc(- -) (18)

The above simple example and analysis show the range profile estimated from passband

data accentuate the discontinuity of the reflectivity function or object scattering function. From

this point view, we can also conclude that the reconstructed image represents the collection of

the discontinuities of the reflectivity function over the prescribed window.

Although discontinuity of the reflectivity distribution function can be used to understand

and interpret the image formation of the microwave diversity imaging, high frequency asymp-

totic approximation can give better understanding of the scattering mechanism. Range resolu-

tion of SAR or ISAR is usually limited by the pulse width of the transmitted signal or the

bandwidth of the chirp signal. The range resolution of microwave diversity imaging is also

limited by the bandwidth of the measuring system. However, under high frequency assump-

tion, the scattered fields outside the available bands can be extrapolated and better resolutions
can be achieved [16]. The applicability of extrapolations is based on the fact that the objects

dealt with in high frequency radar imaging are of finite extent and discrete form, consisting of

scattering centers and visible edges. Therefore, the understanding of the scattering mechanism
and reconstruction algorithm is more helpful to interpret and to predict the images.

VII CONCLUSION

The principle of image formation of microwave diversity imaging systems has been

understood through investigating the scattering mechanism of the object and the procedures of

the reconstruction algorithm. Some numerical and experimental results concerning the images
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of a metallic object obtained by prescribed spectral and angular windows have been explained

satisfactorily and predicted correctly. The edge-enhanced nature of microwave diversity imag-

ing has been interpreted by a rather simple analysis. These successful interpretations are fun-

damental to research in several areas, for example, radar cross section management studies

[17], target recognition. Furthermore, it gives directions to design some techniques to obscure

the reconstructed images, which are the research topics under investigation.

APPENDIX

Consider two parallel identical cylinders with radius a, separated by a distance 2 'o seated

on a rotating pedestal and illuminated by a plane wave as shown in Fig. 5(a). The cross sec-

tion of that arrangement is shown in Fig.Al. The line connecting the centers of the cylinders

passes through the rotating center and makes an angle 0 with the respect to the rotation axis.

The polar coordinates and rectangular coordinates of the points on the surfaces of these two

cylinders with respect to each cylinder center are (a, *1
1),(x 1', y1'), and (a, *2), (X2', Y2')

respectively. Let the bistatic angle between the transmitter and receiver be a, the unit vectors

in the direction of transmitter and receiver be i and 4. respectively.To find the stationary

points of the multiple reflection, geometrical optics will be applied. The reflection law requires

that the angle between the incident ray and normal line must be equal to the angle between

the reflected ray and the normal line.

The stationary points of multiple reflection on the respective cylindrical surfaces for a

given set of (r0 , a, 0, a) are to be determined. Assume the incident ray first hit the cylinder

2, reflects to cylinder 1, and then bounces back to the receiver as shown in Fig.Al(a). The

notation of the angles 4, 4, W2, a, 0, Or', %' are defined in Fig. Al(a). It can be shown the

following relationship must be satisfied in order to satisfy the reflection law.

2r0 sin0 - a [cos(@2' - a/2) + sin21a

2r0 cos0 + a [sin( 2 ' - o./2) -cos2'] -

01 = 2' - 90 - a/2 (A.2)

where 2' is restricted to be

270 ° ! @2 ' < 360 °  when -9o0 <  < 90 °

1800<52' 5270* when 90 ° 0e < 2700

For a given set of parameters (r0, a, 0, a ), the azimuth angle 02' and therefore *1' can be

MSMMMMMMMIK ;11 115 211111! 6
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detemined by solving Eq.(A. 1) and (A.2).

The other case is that the incident ray first hit cylinder IrAffect to cylinder 2, and then

bounce back to the receiver. The geometry of this situation is shown in Fig.A1(b). The sta-

tionary points must satisf the following relationship

*"- #"- 900 + Wc2 (A.3)

2rosinO -a cos( 2" + oc/2) + i#"

2roos+ a [sin( *" + t2 ) -cos~'l a -cot(W~ + a/2) (A.4)

From the above derivation, it can be seen that there are two pairs of multiple reflection points

for bistatic system and only one multiple reflection points for monostatic case.
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FIGURE CAPIION

Fig 1. A simplified microwave diversity imaging arrangement

Fig.2 Geometry of a finite wedge diffraction problem

Fig.3 Positions of the scattering centers of a cylinder and the sketch of
back-projection for the case of (a). rotating the transmitte/receiver;
and (b). rotating the receiver only; over 360° .
(c). the numerically reconstructed image of (a);
(d). the numerically reconstructed image of (b).

Fig.4 (a). Geometry of a hexagonal plate and the measurement arrangement.
Image reconstructed from different angular windows:
(b). window 1 (00, 1800), (c). window 2 (00, 110*),
(d). window 3 (700, 180), (e). window 5 (0° , 870).

Fig.5 (a). A dual-cylinder object,
and plots of the its numerically calculated differential range of
multiple reflection path versus rotation angle and simulated images
obtained by using different bi-static angle equal to
(b). 00, (c). 160, (d). 400.

Fig.6 (a). Sketch of a B-52 test object airplane and the angular window.
(b). Reconstructed image of (a).
(c). Reconstructed image of (c).

Fig.7 An example of target range reflectivity together with its successive
differentials.

Fig.A1 Multiple reflections of a two-cylinder object.
(a). The incident wave reaches the left cylinder first, and is then

reflected back by the right cylinder.
(b). The incident wave reaches the right cylinder first and is then

reflected back by the left cylinder.
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Fig. 2 Geometry of a finite wedge diffraction problem.
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Fig.4 (a). Geometry of a hexagonal plate and the measurement arrangement.
Image reconstructed from different angular windows:
(b). window 1 (00 , 1800), (c). window 2 (00, 1100),
(d). window 3 (700, 1800), (e). window 5 (00, 870).
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Fig.Al. Multiple reflections of a two-cylinder object. (a). The incident wave reaches
the left cylinder first. and is then reflected back by the right cylinder. (b). The
incident wave reaches the right cylinder first and is then reflected back by the left
cylinder.
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L INTRODUCTION

Radar cross section (RCS) is a measure of the equivalent size of a target as seen by the

radar (1]. RCS is a function of aspect angle, frequency, and polarization. For certain applica-

tions, it is desirable to enhance the RCS over some specific range of aspect angles. For exam-

ple, strong return signals are required to track a missile or an aircraft in flight. In contrast, for

other applications it is often desirable to reduce or minimize the RCS over specified spectral

and angular windows so the target is less likely to be detecte&

RCS management is a general term for obtaining the RCS of a scattering object by mani-

pulating the distribution and strengths of the hot spots or flare spots of a target over

prescribed spectral and angular windows and states of polarization. Hot spots represent all

those areas that have major contributions to the received scattered fields. There are several

ways to determine the site of hot spots [2]. An experienced engineer can roughly point out

the possible locations of the hot spots; a computer code can be used to estimate the locations

of the scattering centers and their scattering if the equations that describe the surface of the

object can be formulated. However, all such estimates need experimental verification.

Microwave diversity imaging systems using angular, wavelength, and polarization diver-

sity have been used to obtain images of metallic objects with nearly optical resolution [3].

The pixel intensity or brightness of the reconstructed image is proportional to the mean

scattering strength at the corresponding position averaged over the specified angular window

and spectral window. This fact suggests microwave diversity imaging can be employed to

determine the hot spots and to study RCS management.
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Two steps are usually involved in the study of RCS management. First the hot spots

must be identified. Certain techniques are then utilized to manipulate the hot spots. Fine

resolution of object detail in the reconstructed image is essential for locating the hot spots of

an object over the prescribed spectral and angular windows and the given states of polariza-

don of the transmitter and receiver. The range resolution of a frequency diversity imaging

system is proportional to the bandwidth of the measurement system. If the bandwidth is too

narrow to give acceptable resolution, the algorithm for the extrapolation of data available in

multiple restricted bands or in a single narrow band developed in [41 can be applied to locate

the hot spots.

Previously, radar workers usually treated the RCS from the detection perspective. There-

fore, techniques of reducing RCS were developed to reduce the signal to noise ratio (S/N) so

that the target can more easily elude detection from radar. However, as will be shown later a

low S/N is not a sufficient criterion for eluding detection when microwave diversity imaging

systems are employed where signals from many broadband sensors are combined to form an

image. In this paper we will consider therefore the RCS management from the imaging point

of view, that is, we consider principles and techniques for making the image unrecognizable

by radar.

In Sec. II image formation in microwave diversity imaging will be summarized. A new

term, "diaphanization", will be introduced in Sec. I. We will also describe how to use

microwave diversity imaging to diaphanize an object in that section. Effects of Gaussian noise

on the-reconstructed image will be discussed in Sec. IV. Some fundamental concepts for

obscuring the image will be proposed in Sec. V. Experimental results on different diaphaniza-

don techniques will be given in Sec. VL

IL IMAGE FORMATION IN MICROWAVE DIVERSITY IMAGING

The simplified microwave diversity imaging arrangement is shown in Fig.1. A metallic
object seated on a rotated pedestal is illuminated by a plane wave. For each aspect angle a

set of pulses at different frequencies are transmitted and their echoes are received. The object

is then rotated and the measurement is repeated to obtain the muluaspect stepped frequency

sde
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response of the scattering object. Analysis of microwave diversity imaging has been discussed

in [5].

The reconstruction method used in microwave diversity imaging systems is either the

back-projection method or the 2-d FT method. These two methods have been proven to yield

equivalent results[6]. The back-projection algorithm, however, provides more physical insight

into the image formation process in microwave diversity imaging [12]. The two basic pro-

cedures in the back-projection algorithm are first obtaining filtered range profiles and then

back-projecting the range profiles onto each pixel of an image plane. The range profile of a

given aspect is obtained by Fourier transforming the frequency response at that viewing angle

while the filtered range profile is the FT of the product of the frequency response and an

appropriate frequency weighting function.

At high frequencies the major contributions to the scattered field of a complex shaped

metallic object are specular scattering points, edge diffractions, multiple reflection points,

creeping waves, and surface traveling waves (7]. Properties of the range profile for each

scattering mechanism has been discussed in [5]. Locations of peaks in a range profile reflect

the differential ranges of specular points, end points of the "visible" edges, differential ray

path length covering the multiple reflection points, and / or the ray path length of the creeping

waves and surface traveling waves.

Once the range profile for each aspect angle is determined, the next step is to back-

project the range profile onto each pixel. If we only consider the scattering centers, then after

back-projection, the reconstrcte image can be interpreted as the projected outline -of the

specular points of the object for the prescribed angular window, which usually reflects the

projective outline of the visible portions of the object shape. If an edge with finite length is

involved, the microwave image of an edge will be two bright points whose locations

correspond to the end points of the edge unless the normal aspect ( i.e., incident wave is nor-

mal to the edge) is included in the angular window; only then will an edge appear in the

image [5].

I
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IlLDIAPHANIZATION

According to the Webster dictionary, "diaphanous" means:

1. so fine or gauzy in texture as to be transparent or translucent

2. vague or indistinctive, airy.

Accordingly, we introduce a new term "diaphanization", which can be used to describe:

1. All techniques of reducing RCS in order to render a target invisible to radar detection.

2. All techniques of obscuring the image so that the image is vague, indistinctive or not

recognizable by an imaging radar

Th'erefore, diaphanization is a technique which will influence either detection or image

formation and recognition.

From the detection perspective, diaphanization will generally lower the target's signal to

noise ratio (S/N), thus decreasing the likelihood of detection [1]. Therefore, it is desirable to

minimize the RCS. From the imaging point of view, however, low S/N is not a fatal problem

for microwave diversity imaging systems. It will be shown later that microwave diversity

imaging is very robust to Gaussian noise, even though the noise is stronger than the signal.

Therefore, techniques that distort the reconstructed image to make it unrecognizable should be

considered. In the following, we will demonstrate how to apply microwave diversity imaging

to diaphanize an object and to explain the motivation for studying image distortion.

The procedure of utilizing microwave diversity imaging to diaphanize a target for

prescribed spectral and angular windows is as follows:

1. Obtain the image of the target before diaphanization.

2. Identify the hot spots which are the bright portions in the image.

3. Use certain techniques to diaphanize the object, i.e. to minimize reflection from the hot

spots.

4. Obtain the image of the target following diaphanization.

11 LI [11111111111 11 11 ! II & '%J Rg N
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5. Compare the images before and after diaphanization.

Techniques of reducing the RCS can be grouped into three classes [7]: covering the

object with absorbing material or substituting metallic parts with resistive or composite

material; shaping the target; and impedance loading. The first method is based on absorption

of the incident radiation. The second method is based on redirecting the incident waves, Le.,

scattering the incident illumination into as wide a solid angle as possible or into a direction

away from the probing system. The third method, also known as passive cancellation, is

based upon the concept to introduce an echo source whose amplitude and phase can be

adjusted to cancel another echo source [7]. In this paper, we will give examples showing how

microwave diversity imaging is used in RCS management and diaphanization studies of a

complex object.

In the following experimental example, 201 equal frequency steps covering the 6.0 to

17.5 GHz range were used to obtain the frequency response of the object for different aspect

angles. The magnitude of the scattered fields are measured relative to a reference cylinder.

The RCS defined in this paper is the square of the measured relative field and therefore the

unit of RCS is a relative level but not an absolute value. Co-polarized waves refer to the

waves created when both transmitting and receiving antennas have the same sense of circular

polarization; while cross-polarized waves are the waves created when the transmitting antenna

and receiving antenna have an opposite sense of circular polarization.

The test object, a metalized 1:100 scale model of a B-52 airplane with 79 cm wing span

and 68 cm long fuselage was mounted on a computer-controlled positioner situated in an

anechoic chamber environment. A sketch of the B-52 and the reconstructed image using data

collected in an angular window of 900 extending from head-on to broadside in 128 looks with

cross-polarized waves are shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b) respectively. The intensity or brightness

of each pixel is proportional to the average scattering strength of that portion over the angular

and spectral windows.

The bright spots are the hot spots of the target. To reduce the RCS, we cover the hot

spots with broad-band absorbers (Emerson and Cumming AN-72). Portions of the B-52 model

covered with broad-band absorber are indicated by the dark lines in the sketch of Fig. 2(c).
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These parts consists of the right hand sides of the fuselage, all edges of the right wing, and

the right sides of the two right engines and fuel tank. The RCS of an object is usually

reduced after diaphanization, but it is not reduced for every frequency because the scattered

field is a result of interference and is a function of frequency. Therefore, it is not proper to

measure the effectiveness of a diaphanization on RCS at a specific frequency if a prescribed

spectral range is of interest. We have adopted a more reasonable measure - that of compar-

ing the mean scattered fields before and after diaphanizafion. The mean RCS is obtained by

averaging the RCS at each frequency over the prescribed spectral window for a given aspect

angle. The mean RCS versus aspect angle before and after diaphanization using cross-

polarized waves are shown in Figs. 2(d). From these plots, we find that the RCS has been

reduced for most aspect angles. The reconstructed image after diaphanization are shown in

Figs. 2(e). The images before and after diaphanization have the same dynamic display range.

One can see that diaphanization reduces the brightness of the hot spots. However, if we lower

the dynamic display range of the post diaphanization image, the image becomes as shown in

Figs. 2(f). Clearly, the nature of the target is still recognizable. From a detection point of

view, covering the hot spot portions did reduce the RCS. However, from the imaging perspec-

tive, the image is still recognizable.

IV. EFFECT OF GAUSSIAN NOISE ON THE RECONSTRUCTED IMAGE

It is known that low signal to noise ratio (S/N) will decrease detection probability and

increase the false alarm rate (1]. For a practical radar detection system, SIN above 15 db is

usually required. It is also known that coherent summation will produce coherent gain or

superposition gain. That is, if signals contaminated by Gaussian noise are coherently summed

n times, the resultant S/N will increase n times [1]. The reconstruction algorithm of

microwave diversity imaging involves obtaining the filtered range profiles and back-projecting

them in the image plane [12]. Both procedures involve coherent summations and hence result

in coherent gain. Therefore, the robustness of microwave diversity imaging to Gaussian noise

is expected.
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Microwave diversity imaging usually uses stepped frequency response measurement. For

each frequency step, the bandwidth of the receiver is kept the same. The standard deviation of

the Gaussian noise at each frequency step is therefore the same.

Under the high frequency approximation, at a specific aspect the field scattered from a

metallic object can be expressed as the superposition of the scattered fields of N discrete

scattering centers [4] such that the scalar fields at frequency fm is given by

N
E,f,,) = ,ai exp(j2f mr) fi < f < f (1)

i=1

where ai is the scattering strength of the i-th scattering center, ri is the differential range of

the i-th scattering center with respect to the reference point, f I and f2 are the lowest and

highest frequencies of the measurement system respectively, N. is the number of frequency

points. Assume the noise power level of the receiver at each frequency step is N, then the

S/N due to the i-th point scatter is I a 12 / N. Assume the point scatterers are well separated

apart so that at range ri the contributions due to the side-lobe of other scatterers can be

neglected. The signal (sampled value at ri in the Fr domain or range profile) to noise ratio

will become Np I a 12 IN since the Fourier transform is a process of coherent summation.

Therefore N. is the coherent gain or superposition gain for this example.

Back-projection is a process of coherent summation of the contributions of the back-

projection lines obtained from the filtered range profile of each aspect angle at each image

plane pixel. This additional coherent process will make the reconstructed image more robust

to the Gaussian noise. If the object consists of isotropic point scatterers, i.e., the scattered

fields of these point scatterers are isotropically distributed, then the overall coherent gain will

be NaNp if data from Na aspect angles are used to reconstruct the image. In practice for a

metallic object for example, the locations and scattering strengths of the scattering centers and

end points of edges will change or migrate when the object changes aspect (rotation) during

data acquisition. Therefore, the signal (image intensity at a pixel) to noise ratio in the image

space cannot be expressed in the above simple form.

The following example illustrates the effect of Gaussian noise on the reconstructed

image.
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Figure. 3(a) shows the mean RCS after diaphanization of the B-52 scale model versus

aspect angle. We used the computer to generate Gaussian noise with two levels N1 and N 2

(see Fig.3(a)) and add those to the measured fields to get two sets of noisy data. The

corresponding SIN levels of N, and N 2 are about 3 dB and -2 dB respectively relative to the

mean RCS. The frequency response of the first aspect angle (broadside view) without and

with noise levels N1 and N 2 are shown in Figs. 3(b), (c), and (d) respectively. The range

profiles corresponding to the data in Figs. 3(b), (c), and (d) are shown in Figs. 3(e), (f), and

(g) respectively. If we stack the range profiles of the first 64 view angles together in a per-

spective representation, the range profiles without and with the two levels of Gaussian noise

will appear as shown in Figs. 3(h), (i), and (j). The images reconstructed from these three

sets of range profiles are shown in Figs. 3(k), (i) and (n) respectively. The results presented

in Fig. 3 show clearly that Gaussian noise affects the frequency response most, the range

profile less, and the reconstructed image least because of coherent or superposition gain.

V. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS FOR DISTORTING IMAGES

From the above examples, it can be seen that low S/N or strong Gaussian noise is not a

sufficient criterion for totally obscuring the images. In order to develope techniques for mak-

ing the image unintelligible or obscured, one must resort to understanding of the scattering

mechanism and the reconstruction algorithm involved.

Radiation can originate from several locations on a scatterer. These include excitation

regions, impedance loads, sharp bends, and open ends [8]. The finite passband data and finite

range resolution make the range profile accentuate the discontinuities in reflectivity function,

and the image can be interpreted as a collection of the discontinuities of reflectivity function

(5]. The reconstruction algorithm followed by include steps: obtaining filtered range profiles

followed by back-projection. Both steps as pointed out earlier are coherent summation

processes. Based on these observations we will propose some fundamental concepts or rules

for obscuring the image.

1. Creation of artificial discontinuities: The image is a collection of the discontinuities of

the reflectivity function. For a set of given objects, their images can be obtained and
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stored to act as the data base for subsequent recognition purpose. If unexpected discon-

tinuities were created, the reconstructed images of the target will be different from their

original ones. In that case, visual recognition will be more difficult or may fail.

2. Creation of multiple reflections: Locations of peaks in the range profile due to multiple

reflcctions correspond to the differential ray path between the multiple scattering points

on the object. Such peaks correspond to as physical detail on the object and help there-

fore to distort and obscure information about object. If the object is shaped so that multi-

ple reflections are deliberately produced to be the dominant contributions to the scattered

fields, then the image might be obscured or distorted.

3. Manipulation of local reflectivity: Here we can make the reflectivity at a given point a

function of aspect angle and frequency or randomly modulate it in time. The contribu-

tions to a pixel from different filtered range profiles obtained at different aspect angles

are added coherently. If the reflectivities of a point obtained at different aspect angles

have the same phase, that image point will be intensified after back-projection. If the

phase of reflectivity at that point is randomly varied for each frequency and aspect

angle, the range profile might produce random peaks and the peaks in the range profile

corresponding to those reflection points might become smaller because their reflectivities

at each frequency is not in phase. After back-projection, the intensity at that image point

might become smaller and the image might be contaminated by random noise.

Based on the above ideas, we will describe next a study of some diaphanization tech-

niques which might be useful in reducing the RCS or obscure the images and make them

intelligible.

VI. EFFECT OF DIAPHANIZATION TECHNIQUES ON RCS AND IMAGING

Some techniques for reducing RCS have been extensively analyzed in [7], which include

covering the body with absorbing layers, shaping the body, and impedance loading. In the fol-

lowing, we will use microwave diversity imaging as a new tool to experimentally and numeri-

cally study the effect of these techniques on RCS and imaging.

W ~ w. .
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6.1 Covering With Absorbers

Microwave absorbers can be divided into four groups (9]: magnetic material absorbers,

resonant absorbers, broad-band absorbers, and surface current absorbers. To reduce the RCS

over a broad spectral bandwidth, broad-band absorbers are preferred. However, broad-band

absorbers available today are not suitable for aerodynamic or spacedynamic applications

because they usually consist of light foam material. Nevertheless, broadband absorbers can be

a useful tool in experimental study the effect of diaphanization on RCS and imaging in the

context of the work reported here.

Shown in Fig.4(a) and (b) are the arrangement for measuring the scattered field of a

square conducting plate (40 x 40 cm) and the mean RCS using co-polarized waves before and

after diaphanization plotted against rotation angle with zero degrees taken as the broadside

direction. Both faces of the plate were covered with an Emerson and Cumming Eccosorb

AN72; the spectral sampling range of the received fields consists as before of 201 frequency

points spanning the spectral window (6 to 17.5 GHz). The mean RCS after diaphanization is

seen to have been reduced for low rotation angles, and the amount of reduction decreases as

the rotation angle increases. However, the mean RCS after diaphanization are greater than

those before diaphanization when the rotation angle is greater than 600. This simple experi-

ment illustrates that the use of broad-band absorber does not guarantee the mean RCS reduc-

tion for all aspect angle.

The reconstructed projective images of the plate before and after diaphanization are

shown in Fig.4(c) and (d) respectively. The dynamic display ranges of the two images shown

are different with that in (d) being lower than in (c). From the above example together with

the example shown in Fig.2, one can see that diaphanization using a broad-band absorber to

cover hot spots is generally not very effective in obscuring the image.

6.2 Target Shaping

As one of the methods of RCS reduction, the aim of target shaping is to redirect the

incident radiation away from the probing system. As a method of distorting the image, target

shaping can also be a technique of generating multiple reflections or creating unexpected
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discontinuities or reflections. Multiple reflections will distort and degrade the image and unex-

pected reflection can decoy the image.

A good example of target shaping is the B-i aircraft, which is designed to have little

specular reflection over practically encountred angular window. A 1:100 scale model B-I

was mounted on a rotating pedestal with inclination angle 20* as shown in Fig.5(a). The

reconstructed images with an angular window extending from head-on to tail-os (-90 °, 901) of

the co-polarized and cross-polarized echoes are shown in Fig. 5(b) and 5(c) respectively.

An important feature of an image is its edges. The microwave image of an edge is

either two points or a line depending on the angular window available [5]. If the circumfer-

ence of the edge is covered or painted with resistive materials with serrated edges, the range

profiles will be distorted and will contain more peaks due to arising reflections from added

discontinuities. It is expected that the reconstructed image will be different than from that

obtained without artificial discontinuities. To illustrate this a conducting plate

(40 cm x 40 cn) is covered with ceramic substrates as shown in the pictorial view of Fig.

6(a). The dielectric constant of the substrate is about 10 and the thickness is 25 miLs. The

plate was mounted on the pedestal with an inclination angle 0 of about 30* as shown in

Fig.6(b). The averaged back-scattered fields of the plate without and with the ceramic sub-

strate covering are shown in Fig. 6(c). The reconstructed images of the plate with and without

the substrate using angular widows (-30*, 60*) and (50, 60*) are shown in Figs. 6(d) to (g)

respectively. The bright portion in the center part of the plate image is due to secondary

reflections from the support holder in the presence of the plate and cannot be subtracted

effectively during calibration. Figure 6(d) does not look much different from Fig.6(e). The

negligible difference is a result of the brightness of the edges, to which the fields of those

angles close to 0* (broad-side) contribute. The difference between Fig. 6(f) and Fig. 6(g) is

more discernible. Both of these images were reconstructed from an angular window excluding

those views close to the broadside. The image of the plate has been decoyed successfully by

the presence of the substrate covering for certain view angles. Visual analysis of the image

might accordingly be confused and produce a wrong identification.

"'P
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U ~ y, obcuring the image in this fashion causes an increase of the RCS due to

the uectomI
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FIGURE CAFFON

Fig 1. Simplified sketch of a microwave diversity imaging arrangement

Fig.2 (a). Sketch of the B-52 we object and the angular window utilied. (b). Recon-
structed impg of B-52 (c). Sketch of the portiun of the vest object (darkeed lines)
covered with broad-bond abinorber. (d). The means RCS versus asetangle bec - and
after dlaphonlndouL (e). he reonsructed, image after diphanization displayed with
the same: dynamic range a the undiaphanized image in (b). (4) Ron&McedImag
displayed with a lower dynamic rage.

Fig.3 (a). Averaged scattered fields of the scale model B-52 after diaphanizatdon versus
aspect angle and the generoaed Gaussian noise with level N1 aI NM2. Measured ft.
quency response of the firs view angle (bWoadside) (b). withou added noise, (c). with
noise level NI added, ad (d) with noise lee N2 added. (e). The iang pridle of
data in (b); .(f). The range profile of darn. in (c); (g). the range proiffe of dam in (d);
A perspectve stock range prodles of the first 64 view angles (h) without adding noise;
(i) with noise level NI; and Qj) with noise level N2. The ieou u image (k)
without adding noise; (in) with noise level N1; and (a) with noise level N2.

Fig.4 (a). Arrangement for the --mesement of a square conducting plate. (b). Aver-
age scattered fields of a (40 x 40 cm) conducting plate beofe aand after dlap.hIanization.

Recosautedimages a( the plate (c) before and (d) after d ianizadon.

* Fig.S (a). Pictorial View of scale model of B-1 bomber. (b). Recnamcted imag
using co-polarized waves. (c). ecntcedimag using cros-polorizd waves.

* Fig.6 (a). A conducting plate covered with ceramic subss.oo (b). IAMasent

configuration (c). Mean scattered fild of the plate without (solid line) and with sub-
states, (dash-dotted line). (d). Reconstructedl image of the conducting plate with angu-
lar window 0-00, 600). (e). Recn kmac image of the ceramic-covered plat with
angular window 0-00, 600). (M. Recoa-macud image of the conduicting plate with
angular window (50, 609). (g). Reconstmacted image of die ceramic-coverd plate with
angular window (W. 60).

Fig.7 (a). Geometry of a straight wine with impedance loading. (b). Real pan and
imaginary part of dhe frequency response of die straight ware without impedance load-
ing (c). Reconst , ructe image of the wire with angular window W2. 900) containing

0 broadside view. (d). Reconstructed image of the wire with angular window (200, 90).
excluding broadside view (e). Recn structed image of the loaded wire with angular
window (201, 900). (f). Reconstructed image of the loaded wire with angular window

* (20,84).
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Fig.3 (a). Averaged scattered fields of dhe scale wodel B-52 after diaphani-
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Fig. 3 (continued)
Measured frequency response of the first view angle (broadide)
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Fig. 4 (continued)
Reconstructed images of the plate
(c) before and (d) after diaphanization.
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Fig.5 (a). Picture of the scale model B- I bomber.
(b). Reconsuiucted image using co-polarized waves.
(c). Reconstructed image using cross-polarized waves.
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Fig.6 (a). A conducting plate covered with ceramic substrate.
(b). Measurement configuration.
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Fig. 6 (continued)
(c). Mean scattered fields of the plate without (solid line) and with

substrates (dash-dotted line).
(d). Reconstructed image of the conducting plate with angular window (-30, 60*).
(e). Reconstructed image of the ceramic-covered plate with angular window (-30o, 60').
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Pit 7 (continued)
(b). Real pan and imaginary pan of the frequency response of the

stright wire without impedance loading
(c). Reconstrcted image of the wire with angular window (20*, 90°)

containing broadside view.
(d). Reconstructed image of the wire with angular window (20°, 840).

excluding broadside view
(e). Reconstucted image of the loaded wire with angular window (200, 900).
(f). Reconstructed image of the loaded wire with angular window (200, 84).



APPWIX III
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N. Fasgat and Y. Shen

A measurnement system capable of acquiring data covering the

*tlava/ill ~tiwave (me/m) region of the spectr=m Is a valuable tool

In many aress of resrch. For examle, in the study of inverse scattering,

the scttered fields fro, a test object are dependent on the wavelength of

the Illumination, therefore the availability of scattered data over a wide

bandwidth would be Important In gaining insight into the scattering

phenomeon and In characterizing the object. In the areas of coherent

Imaing, the wide banduidth implies better range resolution which leads to

hish reslution ims that are suited for reognition by the human eye-brain

systism as In microwave and millimeter wave diversity imaging where angular,

spectral, and polarization degrees of freedom are combined to cost-

effectively form images of scattering objects with near optical resolution.

It is well known that combinations of different polarization states of

the incident field and of the antennas receiving the scattered field provide

different information about the scatterer. A total of four polarization

state combinations, corresponding to the four elements of the scattering

matrix, is therefore needed to fully characterize scattering by an object,



provided that other factors such as antenna positions remain fixed. Thus

being able to change the polarization states of the incident field and of the

antennas measuring the scattered field is important in the study of

depolarization effects and target identification utilizing polarization

descriptors. It is also worth noting that polarization effects are more

pronounced in multistatic and bistatic measurements than monostatic

meaurement.

Besides the bandwidth and the polarization considerations, the scattered

fields are also dependent on the locations and the directions of the

transmitting and the receiving (T/R) antennas. A system that allows change

in the locations and the orientations of the T/R antennas is useful in

aperture synthesis and in bistatic and multistatic scattering and imaging

studies. The system can also be used to study the scattering effects in

different radiation zones, e.g. near-field versus far field coherent imaging.

In sumary, a system that provides wide bandwidth, variable polarization

states of the incident field and the measured field, and relocatable

positions of the transmitting and receiving antennas relative to the object

is a highly desirable tool for the study of Pw/MMW scattering, imaging, and U
target representation. The aforementioned features are also referred to as

wavelength, polarization, and positional or angular (aspect related)

diversities respectively. In the following sections, a measurement system

designed to meet these desirable features is described. The system is an

upgraded version of the original 9-2018) GHz system configuration residing at

the Electro-Optics & Microwave-Optics Laboratory of the Moore School of

Electrical Engineering at the University of Pennsylvania which was utilized

in our earlier microwave diversity imaging studies. The upgraded system is

intended to extend operational capabilities to 60 GHz and to enable

-2-



wiltistatlo scattering measurements empoying the sam operation principles

as In the original system but a~1oying different Soar.
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II. ORIGINAL SYSTEM CONFIGUJRATION4

Shown in Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of the present system operating

from 2 to 18 0Hz (S, C, X, and Ku bands in the radar letter-band

nomnolature). Two microwave sources, a sweeper oscillator (HP-8620C) and a

sweep synthesizer (HP-8310A), are available; either one can be used as the

il1uinating source. The ooherent detector is a network analyzer (HP-8S41OB

or HP-8510A) with a refleotion/transmission test unit (HP-87T43 or HP-8513).

The combination of HP-862OC/410B can operate from 2 to 18 GHz, while HP-

83140A/85120A combination allows operation from 45 MHz to 26.5 GQz. The

il1uminating signal is amplified by a solid-state amplifier (Litton M5401-00)

which furnishes 1 watt in the 2-6 Ofz range, and by a TWT amplifier (Varian

VZM6991K3) with maxium 10 watts output in 8-18 GHz range before being fed to

the transmitting antenna. The TWTA, however, is usable in 6-8 GHz with lower

pain. Thus the operating bandwidth is limited by the power amplifier to the

2-18 GHZ range. Switching between amplifiers is performed manually.

A portion of the transmitted signal is extracted for use as the

reference signal and for the source leveling circuit in the HP-8620C/8410B

system. For the HP-8340A/8510A combination, a fraction of the output of the

source before amplification is used directly as the reference.

A parabolic reflector antenna (AEL APN 102C 18") with interchangeable

right-hand-circular and left-hand-circular polarization (RHCP/LHCP) feeds

(Transco 9C27400) is used in the 2-18 GHz to produce circularly polarized

illumination. The receiving antenna is a dual polarization horn (EM A6100)

with a 90 degree hybrid for circular polarization measurement. To obtain

measurements of horizontal and vertical (H/V) polarizations, a pair of dual

polarization horns (EM A6100) is used without the hybrid. The circular

-14-
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polarization states of the RNCP/LNCP measurements are switched inwually,

while those o the H/V polarization measurements can be switched

aleatrcnloally.

Te tcived field is uplified by low noise solid-state amplifiers, an

Aumtek Afr-8-M in 2-8 CIW and an Avantek AWT-18039M in 8-18 01tz, with both

having about 50 db gain. The pre-amplifiers are switched manually. The

amplified signal is then fed to the test channel of the

renlect on/treuwimscn test set operating in trumission mofe, and detected

by the network analyer.

The test r a is a rectangular anechoic chamber with dimensions 50'

long, 20' wide, and 20' high. The test object is mounted on a pedestal

located at the center of the chamber. The T/R antennas are located at one

end of the chamber, with slight angular separation between them for insertion

of electromagnetic wave absorbing materials to minimize mutual coupling. The

main beams of the T/R antennas are manually steered toward the test object

for better signal-to-noise ratio. Aside from the slight bistatic angle

between the T/R, the arrangement is essentially monostatic. The pedestal is

rotated by a stepping motor to change the aspect angles of the test object

relative to the T/R which are stationary.

III. UPGRADM SYSTEM CONFI RATION

The new system to be described next is an upgraded version of the

original system described in the preceeding section with several new salient

features added. Many of the components used in the original system are

incorporated into the new system. Added features of the new system include:

1. Wide bandwidth coverage ranging from 2 GHz to 60 GHz. Thus the

operating bandwidth is nearly tripled, covering the microwave region and a

-6-



lower segment of the millimeter-wave region. In conventional radar letter-

band nomrclature, the system coverge is from S band up to U band. Small

freqency gaps may exist between bands due to hardware limitations.

2. Most of the switching between components of different bands are

controlled electronically. That part that cannot be switched remotely is due

to unavailable hardware. But the system may become fully automated in the

future as broadband switches become available.

3. An x,y,z,0,4 positioner that enables positioning a broadband

receiver module to nearly any coordinate location in the anechoic chamber and

enables orienting the receiver module towards the stationary target greatly

enhances the versatility of the new system. Bistatic and multistatic

measurements for polarization and aperture synthesis studtes that were

impossible or difficult earlier can be performed readily with the new system.

A sketch of the anechoic'chamber depicting the positioner and showing the

scattering object located on a separate elevation over azimuth positioner to

change the target aspect relative to the receiving module and a stationary

transmitter antenna is given in Fig. 2.

Figure 3 depicts the basic blocks of the upgraded system. A central

consideration in the design of the upgraded system is the realization of a

(2-60) G1z receiver module that is translatable for carrying out bistatic and

multistatic scattering measurements. The source generates highly accurate

and stable RF signals from 2 to 60 GHz in either sweep mode )r Ippo
frequency CW mode. The transmitter assembly comprises a ban-

amplifiers and the switches needed to guide the signal thzouir ar i ,, v ,

signal path in accordance with its frequency as Jetaie.'K,

the amplified signal is coupled out and downonvprtb - -

ALho
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A-Anechoic chamber
T-Trasmitting antenn (illuminator)
0-Test object (scatnre) mounted on its

own elevation over azimuth positioner
R-Positioner mounted receiver module
P-Positioner frame
S-Window for cable connections to externa

inteentation

Fig. 2. Sketch of anechoic chamber showing receiver module R mounted on
x,y,z,8,4 positioner, and scattering object 0 mounted on an elevation
over azimuth positioner in front of a stationary illuminating
antenna T.
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reference signal for the coherent detector (HP-8510A network analyzer). A

local oscillator, phase-locked to a 10 MHz or 5 MHz external reference

derived from the time base reference oscillator of the source, furnishes 26.5

GHz for the down-conversion. The major portion of the amplified signal

radiates through the transmitting antenna cluster, which consists of high

gain antennas of different bands. Further details of the transmitter

assembly are given In Fig. 5.

The scattered field is captured by the receiving antenna cluster, the

front end of the receiver assembly, shown schematically in Figs. 6 and 7

which consists of several antennas of different bands. The received signal

is passed through a bank of switches to effect polarization diversity

reception and a bank of low noise amplifiers to attain sufficient signal

level for downconversion. Again; a local oscillator, also phse-locked to the

10 MHz or 5 MHz signal derived from the time base reference oscillator of the

source, provides the 26.5 0Hz reference to downconvert the signal to below 18

GHz. The downconverted signal is then passed through a second bank of

amplifiers to increase the power level before being fed to the test channel

of the coherent detector (HP 8510A network analyzer) via a low-loss flexible

coaxial cable.

The coherent detector is in essence the HP-8510A network analyzer with

the HP-8513 reflection/ransmission test set. The reference channel input,

derived from the transmitted signal, and the test channel input, which is the

downconverted returned signal, are again downconverted twice, first to 20 MHz

In the HP-8513, then to 100 KHz inside the HP-8510A, before being sampled and

fed to the amplitude-phase detector portion of the HO 8510A. The network

analyzer is always phase-locked to the reference channel input.

-1'1-
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There are two position control interfaces: one is for the receiver

module (receiver assembly ith the receiving antenna cluster), and the other

for the test object aspect control. The receiver module can be moved to

almost any location in the anechoic chamber, and be oriented so that the

antenna cluster is aiming toward the test object. The test object aspect

control is realized by mounting it on an elevation over azimuth positioner.

All these units, including the source, the transmitter/receiver assemblies,

the coherent detector, and the position controls, are under the coordination

of a computer/controller shown in the block diagram of Fig. 3. The

computer/controller controls these units via the IEEE-4188 bus and parallel

digital I/O lines. Next we'll describe each block in Fig. 3 in more detail.

IV. TE SOURCE

A simplified version of the source in shown in Fig. 8. It is comprised

of two parts: a HP-8340A sweeper synthesizer and a Watkins-Johnson WJ-1204-42

frequency extender, (see also Figs. 4 and 5). This combination delivers

signals with greater than 0 dBm unleveled power and synthesized frequencies

over 0.1-60 GHz range. The HP-8340A covers frequency range 10 MHz to 26.5

GHz with minimum leveled power output of about 5 dBm over the entire

frequency range. Leveled power output is somewhat higher for lower

frequency. For the WJ-1204-42 frequency extender, 0 dBm input power is

sufficient. The synthesizer operates in either CW mode, stepped frequency

mode, or sweep mode. The synthesizer is controlled by the IEEE-488 GPIB. A

highly stable internal time base at 10 MHz of the synthesizer is also used as

the phase-locked signal for the local oscillators in the transmitter/receiver

assemblies.
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The WJ-1204-42 frequency extender is in essence a frequency multiplier.

It passes the RF 0.1-26.5 GHz signal from the source to one of the three

output ports without much attenuation. For higher frequencies, the RF signal

is amplified, then switched to either a doubler or a tripler, with the former

providing frequencies in the 26.5-40 GHz range, and the latter in the 40-60

GHz range. The minimum unleveled output power at these ports is -3 dlm at

24.0 Hz. The selection of any of the three output ports is by digital I/O,

3 bits at TTL level.

V. TRANSMITTER ASSEMBLY

A simplified schematic of the transmitter assembly is shown in Fig. 9.

The transmitter assembly is a complex of power amplifiers and switches. It

also provides the reference signal for the coherent detector as shown earlier

in Figs. 4 and 5. The output from the WJ-1204-42 extender is fed into a bank

of 5 amplifiers through proper switching. After the amplification, the major

part of the signal is directed to the transmitting antenna cluster for

illuminating the scattering object, while a fraction of it is extracted to

provide the reference signal. The extracted signal is downconverted to below

18 Hz depending on band by a local reference at 26.5 GHz, which is generated

by a local oscillator, phase-locked to the time base of the source. The

downconverted signal is to be used as the reference for the coherent

detector.

The antenna cluster consists of a broadband parabolic reflector (2-40

GHz, 3' diameter). Other antennas covering the.40-60 GHz band are yet to be

purchased. There are two spiral feeds for the parabolic dish, corresponding

lUnanticipated increases in the cost of several components of the system
prevented the purchase of these antennas and a 26.5 GHz phase-locked local
oscillator. We expect these items to be purchased from future grants in
order to extend operation to 60 GHz.

-17-
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to RHCP and LHCP respectively. The switching problem between the output of

the amplifier bank to the transmitting antenna cluster prevents at present

the complete automation of the system. The recent commercial introduction of

an electronically controllable switch covering the 2 to 40 GHz band by

Tektronix will alleviate this problem. Another problem is the switching of

RHCP/LHCP spiral feeds. At present this can only be done manually. A

Cassegrain reflector may allow mechanical rotation of the primary feeds if

full automation is desirable. Even though semi-automated the present (2-60)

GHz system will be of great utility.

VI. RECEIVER ASSEMBLY

The receiver assembly or module is encased in a box (see Figs. 6 and 7),

and will be attached to the end of the retractable z-coordinate boom of the

x,y,z,e,* positioner. In addition to the translational movement, the

receiver module can be steered angularly to aim the antenna main beams

towards the test object. Shown in Fig. 10 is a simplified schematic of the

receiver assembly. The front end of the receiver assembly is a cluster of
b

seven horn antennas; one dual-polarizer horn for the 2-18 (Gz band, one pair

of horns of opposite circular polarization for the 18-26.5 GHz band, and

another similar pair for 26.5-40 GHz, and finally a pair of standard gain

horns for 40-60 GHz where at present only linear polarization measurements

can be conducted. Immediately following the antennas are polarization

switches to conrol the polarization component of the scattered field to be

received. The received signal is then amplified to get sufficient power for

downconversion to within 18 GHz. A local oscillator, phase-locked to the

reference oscillator source time base, provides the 26.5 GHz reference signal

-19-
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for the mixers. After the downconversion, the signal is passed to the second

stage amplifier bank before being relayed by a flexible cable to the coherent

detector. The receiver module is therefore translatable and angularly

steerable to enable carrying out multistatic measurements.

VII. COHERENT DETECTOR

The coherent detetor is the HP-8510A network analyzer system with the

HP-8513 reflection/transmission test set. For our purpose, the measurement

.parameter is set to measure S2 1 , with reference channel input derived from

the transmitter assembly and the test channel input derived from the receiver

aasembly. A simplified version of the receiver assembly given in Figs. 6 and

7 is shown in Fig. 10 in block diagram. A simplified block diagram of the

coherent detector (network analyzer) is shown in Fig. 11. The test set acts

as a first stage IF converter, downconverting all input RF signals to 20 MHz,

which is also the frequency of the reference time base within the HP-8510A.

There is a restriction on all signal power at the first harmonic mixers. Too

much power will damage the harmonic mixers permanently, and too little will

cause the phase-locked loop to lose track. The acceptable power to the

mixers should not exceed -10 dBm; damage level is 16 dBm. Reference power to

the mixer less than -50 dBm will not be adequate for phase-locking of the

internal local oscillator. All the power is referred to the mixer inputs;

there is additional 28 dB loss between the reference input and the mixer.

Additional attenuation pads may have to be inserted to ensure good

measurement accuracy.

The first IFs at 20 MHz enter the HP-8510A for second stage

downconversion; this time down to 100 KHz. The second IFs are then sampled

and processed to be placed in proper format for feeding to the digital

-21-
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phase/amplitude detector of the HP-8510A. The data are read out via the

IEEE-488 GPIB, which is also the controlling bus for the HP-8510A.

For our application, the system bus connecting the HP-8510A and the

source HP-8340A must be localized in order to control the HP-8340A

independently. Due to this localization, some utilities encoded in the

operating system of the HP-8510A cannot be used. We'll address this problem

in a later section.

VIII. x,y,z,8,f POSITIONER

The positioner is designed to allow multistatic scattering

measurement. To ameliorate the formidable task of having the capability of

moving the receiver assembly and the transmitter assembly to arbitrary

locations, we opted to provide mobility for the receiver assembly alone. The

bulk of the transmitter assembly itself prohibits such mobility. The

transmitter assembly is therefore stationary but additional degrees of

freedom are achieved by varying the aspect angle of the scattering object.

This is accomplished by mounting the test object on a computer controlled

elevation over azimuth positioner. Thus the position and direction control

is achieved by the combination of moving and steering the receiver assembly,

and rotating the test object. A sketch of the x,y,z,e,f positioner within

the anechoic chamber showing its relation to other system components was

given earlier (see Fig. 2). Two parallel rails run along the length of the

anechoic chamber (x direction), each 48' in length. On these parallel rails

moves the transversal rails across the width of the chamber (y direction),

18' in length. A retractable boom (z direction), to the end of which is

attached the receiver assembly, rides on the transversal rail, with fully

extended length of 18'. There are two additional stepping motors used to
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al

orient the elevational and the azimuthal angles (e and of the receiver

assembly such that the antennas can be made to point toward the test object. a

Thus we have a total of seven stepping motors to be driven independently.

The rails are chromium-plated stainless steel shaft supported

intermittently by aluminum rail supporting blocks. The rails are mounted on

I-beams made of reinforced fiber glass, chosen to minimize radar cross-

section and minimize reflections within the chamber. The parallel rails are

attached to the wall of the anechoic chamber, with supporting blocks made of

fiber glass. The transversal rails move on the parallel rails by ball-

bearing pillow-block riding on stainless shafts. Similarly, the boom is

attached to a platform moving on the transversal rails with ball-bearing

pillow-blocks underneath. The z-coordinate collapsable boom consists of

three sections of fiber glass tubing in different sizes, each section is 6'

in length. The three telescoping sections contract within each other and

expand under stepper motor control.

To move the positioner, a reference coordinate frame and its origin must

be defined with respect to the anechoic chamber. The coordinate is chosen to

coincide with the chamber frame, and the origin to be the center of the

chamber or the center of rotation of the scattering object 0 mounted on the

elevation over azimuth positioner shown in Fig. 2. Whenever the system is .

powered up, or before it is being turned off, the x,y,z,e,* positioner must

be relocated to that origin. Therefore there must be a power-up procedure or

power-off procedure to initiate the positioner. After that, the movement of

the positioner and the steering of the receiving antenna are referred to the.

origin. Stepper motor pulse counting or mechanical or optical sensors would

be incorporated in the positioner to feedback a signal to monitor the

position and orientation of the receiver module. For example, by centering
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the receiver module at a point representing the center of rotation of the

scattering object mounted on the elevation over azimuth positioner an origin

for a spherical coordinate system can be defined. The position vector of the

receiver module after displacement can then be determined by computing the

relative xy, and z displacements by counting the number of calibrated steps

of the x,y,z stepper motors executed to get to that point. The values of x,y

and z determined in this fashion enable calculating the radial coordinate r -

(x 2+y2+z2 ) /2 and the angular spherical coordinates 8' and #' which enable

defining the orientation 8 and * of the receiver module required to point it

towards the object.

IX. SCME DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Several aspects of the measurement system design are currently being

addressed. The disassociation of the source HP-8340A from the control of the

HP-8510A network analyzer is necessitated by the fact that the new system

must acommodate measurement at frequencies higher than the capabilities of

the HP-8340A/8510A. In normal applications, the HP-8510A, running under the

software provided by Hewlett-Packard Co., acts as the controller of the HP-

8340A. The HP-8510A is the only instrument to be controlled by the external

controller. In the new system, the frequency control of the HP-8340A is

relegated from the HP-8510A internal controller to the external controller.

Except for the frequency stimulus functions, the remaining utilities offered

by the HP-8510A can still be used. The same situation is encountered in the

HP and Hughes millimeter-wave network analyzer systems, since these systems

also use HP-8510 as the key building block. The operations involving the

frequency stimulus must be programmed by the user. More information may be

needed from Hewlett-Packard Co. to write such a program.
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In designing a network analyzer, efforts are made to maintain the
U

attenuation and phase balance of the test channel and the reference channel.

Consider our system as a network analyzer operating in transmission mode with

the transmitting section as the reference channel and the receiving section

as the test channel. It is ideal that the path length and the attenuation of

these two channels are identical. The inequality of path length introduces

linear phase difference. Different attenuation causes wrong magnitude ratio

reading. Should any nonlinearity exist, e.g., phase instability or excess

power in any channel, the measurement errors will be noticeable. We expect

programmable power level feature of the HP 8340A synthesized sweeper used

will enable precalibration of power levels through the system at different

frequencies to alleviate or eliminate any nonlinearity errors.

Every component has a power handling capability such that, within a

certain power range, the component is operating in its linear region.

Therefore, It is essential to ensure such linear operation for each

component; not only to remove nonlinear distortion, but also to use the

component at its best performance. To satisfy this consideration,

attenuators are inserted at various stages inside the assemblies. The price

paid for achieving this is that some power is wasted and the lengths of

signal paths becomes unequal. But the gain in performance sanctions such

trade-in. The phase difference caused by inequality of signal paths can be

eliminated by a calibration procedure which measures the total phase

difference of a through connection and stores it as a calibration set, i.e.,

by measuring and the frequency response of the measurement system itself as

was done in the original measurement system. The measurements made afterward

are corrected against the calibration data set to compensate the phase
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difference. The same calibration procedure can, to a certain degree, correct

the residual nonlinearity and power level fluctuations within the system.

Although the design of the system has been for continuous frequency

coverage from (2-60) GHz, a few small frequency gaps may exist within the

overall bandwidth because of hardware limitations. The missing of these

frequencies may not have significant effects on various applications.

The second stage amplification and the frequency downconversion in the

receiver assembly are indispensable due to the considerable length of the

flexible coaxial cable connecting the receiver assembly to the coherent

detector. Flexibility is needed since the receiver assembly must be

translatable for multistatic operation. To enable multistatic measurements

by positioning the receiver module within the front half of the chamber a 35'

coaxial cable is required. A low-loss phase stable coaxial cable must be

used. An ideal attractive future alternative is to use a microwave optical

fiber link when the bandwidth of such links is made to approach 18 GCz.

The actual data acquisition locations produced by the x,y,z,O,o

positioner are critical in multistatic measurements, especially when
Ii

frequencies in the millimeter wave range are utilized. In terms of imaging,

knowledge of the exact positions where the data are taken is essential to

guarantee good image reconstruction. Because of the considerable weight of

the transversal rails and the boom, slight bending of the rails is

inevitable. We estimate that there will be 0.6" bending in the z direction

at most. It would be better if this bending can be compensated, say by

retracting or extending the boom. It may become necessary to calibrate the

positioner for all locations in the chamber if the position deviations turn

out to be appreciably detrimental. Another aspect worth considering is the

wobbling of the boom as it changes positions. Adequate time must be allowed
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until the boom stabilizes before taking measurement. This would be taken

into account in writing data acquisition programs.

Despite the fact that materials chosen are intended to minimize the

reflection from the positioner and the receiver assembly, the effect from

these reflections can be further minimized by two ways. The first method is

to cover reflecting parts of the positioner, including the rails, the boom,

and the receiver assembly box with appropriate broadband absorber material.

The secod method is to measure and store the chamber response for every

positioner location on an intended scanning locus, and subtract this response

from later measurements. This method may be impractical in that: firstly,

the same measurement sequence has to be done twice, one for room clutter,

then for test object; secondly, the accuracy, or rather the inaccuracy, of

the stepping motors may prevent the positioning repeatability of the two

successive measurements. The latter may nullify the very intention for

clutter cancellation. A combination of both approaches may offer the best

optimal solution.

X. DATA ACQUISITION PROGRAMMING

This section outlines the programming for data acquisition. As we

discussed earlier, the x,y,z,e,# positioner would place itself at the origin

of the chamber coordinate, the center of the chamber, before and after data

acquisition. This may be done by a start-up program whose sole function is I
to move the positioner until it finds the chamber origin. This routine

should be invoked whenever the system is started and before it is turned off.

We concentrate now on the programming for data acquisition, assuming I
that the start-up routine has been executed and the positioner is at the

origin. Shown in Fig. 12 is the program block diagram of a typical data
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acquisition session. Also shown below each block are the subroutines needed

to perform the function of that block; The principle of modularity in

programming is closely observed so that each user can tailor his own program

easily using these routines as building blocks. A description of these

subroutines is given next:

SOURCE

The source subroutine performs dialogue to accept frequency definitions,

e.g., start and stop frequencies, number of frequency samples, power

level at each frequency, etc., from the user. From these user-specified

parameters, the routine initializes the source and the coherent

detector, and generates the switching map for each of the cross-band

switches if the frequency range involves cross-band measurement. Also

the desired polarization combination is selected.

FRM

The frequency subroutine uses the parameters generated by SOURCE to

perform frequency setting of a single sweep of the specified frequency

range. It not only controls the frequency setting and timing, it is

also responsible for setting up the proper signal path for cross-band

measurement using the switching map generated by SOURCE.

MOVE

The move subroutine controls the relative movement of the x,y,z,e,f

positioner and the orientation e,f of the receiver module through the

control of different stepping motors. The inputs to this routine are

the distances in x,y,z directions and the elevation (0) and azimuthal
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() angles of the receiver module. All parameters are relative, not

related to the absolute coordinates of the chamber. Therefore, these

parameters are pre-calculated.

DATA

The data subroutine reads the measurement of one stepped frequency sweep

from the network analyzer and delivers the data to the auxiliary storage

devices. The data format must be conformed to the other data processing

programs.

LOS

The locus subroutine calculates the scanning locus of a data acquisition

session. It is highly dependent on the specific locus the user intends

to synthesize. It is difficult to write a subroutine that gives options

for all possible loci, although some regular loci may be implemented.

The key parameters to be generated in this routine are the relative

changes in positions x,y,z and angles ,* given a locus definition. The

locus definition includes the starting position for scanning, the number

of positions, the locus equations, etc.

ROTATE

The rotate subroutine controls the rotation of the test object mounted

on the pedestal in order to change its aspect relative to the stationary

illuminating antenna and the mobile receiver module. This enables

complete multistatic measurement to be carried out.
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The aforementioned subroutines are the basic building blocks for any

data acquisition program. We describe next the steps in a typical data

acquisition session, illustrated in Fig. 12.

The first step is the source initialization, the SOURCE subroutine is

the key routine to be called. The functions to be performed at this stage

are:

F Frequency sweep format definition: start and stop frequencies, sweep

mode, sampling number.

* HP-8340A initialization: power level, sweeping time, averaging

factor.

* HP-8510A initialization: measurement parameter S2 1, system

localization, display formats.

* Switching map calculation for setting the signal path.

* Selection of polarization states.

After system initialization, a calibration measurement is performed for

later data correction. Two subroutines are used in this procedure:

* Move the receiver assembly to the calibration location by the use of

MOVE routine. A good choice of the calibration location is the

location closest to the transmitter assembly as if in monostatic

arrangement. Also the receiver assembly would be pointing towards

the origin of the coordinate (e.g., center of rotation of object on

elevation over azimuth positioner).

* A reference target, a metallic sphere or a metallic cylinder, is

centered at the origin of the coordinates.

A single frequency sweep of data is taken and stored in the HP-8510A

or the computer for later correction. Subroutines used are FREQ and

DATA.
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After the calibration data measurement, the user enters the locus

definition by the use of LOCUS subroutine as follows:

* Scanning locus definition: starting coordinate, locus equation, and

number of scanning positions.

* Scanning position calculation. Coordinate increments of successive

scanning locations are calculated.

* Scanning angle calculation. Angular increments needed to steer the

receiver module toward the object at successive scanning locations

are calculated.

* Define the test object orientation for each scanning location. This

step is needed only when more complex loci is desired.

After calculating all the parameters needed, now the positioner is moved

to the initial scanning location:

* Move the positioner to the starting scanning location by the use of

MOVE.

* Rotate the test object to the initial orientation by the use of

ROTATE.

The system now is ready to collect the data. The data acquisition

consists of the following steps:

* Collect one frequency sweep opf data by the use of FREQ.

* Get the data from the system and store them by the use of DATA.

* Move to the next scanning location and orientation of the receiver A

module by the use of MOVE.

* Change the object orientation as desired by the use of ROTATE.

* Repeat the same procedure.

After the end of data acquisiton, the positioner and the object are

reset to their initial location and orientations.
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Note that in Fig. 12, there is an intermediate step of clutter

measurement. This step is essentially the same as data acquisition, except

that now there is no object placed on the pedestal. The measured quantity is

the aspect dependent room clutter. After clutter measurement, the positioner

is moved to the initial scanning location.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

The new upgraded system possessing wavelength, polarization, and

position diversity measurement capability in the (2-60) GHz range is

described. The equipment and components are delineated. Many aspects of the

design problems and the viable solutions to these problems are presented.

The programming considerations are addressed, with a typical data acquisition

session as an example. Most of the components are in hand and in a state of

partial assembly. The construction and assembly of the x,y,z,e,O positioner

is about 60% completed. The implementation of the system is a challenging

task. However once fully operational, the system will be a unique tool in

the study of multistatic scattering, polarization effects, and radar imaging

modalities in the (2-60) GHz range. The system will also be invaluable in

the generation of high fidelity target representations and signatures in the

study and development of automated recognition schemes based on models of

neural networks.

The components of the system have been chosen with multifunctionality in

mind. For example the components ofthe frequency agile phase-locked

reference oscillator in Fig. 4 can be reconfigured as shown in Fig. 13 to

furnish a high-speed synthesized source for illuminating a target for rapid

data acquisition that is one to two order of magnitude faster than with the

hp 8340A based system.
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APPENDIX IV

OPTICAL ANALOGS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL NEURAL
INZTOUS AND .THE APPLICATION IN RECOGNITION OF RADAR TARGETS

N.H. Farhat, S. lyahara and K.S. Lee
University of Pennsylvania

The" Electro-Optics and Microwave-Optics Laboratory
200 S. 33rd Street

Philadelphia, PA 19104-6390

ABSTRACT

Optical.analogs of 2-0 distribution of Idealized neurons (2-D
neural net) based on partitioning of the resulting 4-D connectivity
matrix are discussed. These are desirable because of compatibility
with 2-D feature spaces and ability to realize denser networks. An
emple of their use with slnogranm classifiers derived from realis-

tic radar data of scale models of three aerospace objects taken as learn-
ing set is given. Super-resolved recognition from partil Informa-
tion that cn be as low as 20Z of the sinogran data is demonstrated
together with a capacity for error correction and generalization.

1INTRODUCTION

Neural net models and their analogs furnish a new approach to
sigal processing that is collective, robust, add fault tolerant.
Optical implemetatlmons of neural nets*1 ,2 are attractive because of
the inherent parallelism and massive interconnection capabilities
provided by optics and because of mrgent optical technologies that
promise high resolution and high speed prograamble spatial light
modulators (SLIs) and arrays of optical bistability devices (optical
decision making elements) that can facilitate the implementation and
study of large networks. Optical implementation of a one-dimension-
al network of 32 neurons exhibiting robust content-addressability
and associative recall has already been demonstrated to illustrate
the above advantages. 3 Extension to two-dimensional arrangements
are of interest because these are suitable for processing of 2-D
Image data or Image classifiers directly and offer a way for optical
implementation of large networks.4

In this paper we will discuss content addressable memory (CAM)
architectures based on partitioning of the four dimensional Tijkl

uemory or interconnection matrix encountered in the storage of 2-D
entities. A specific architecture and implementation based on the
use of partitioned unipolar binary (u.b.) memory matrix and the use
of adaptive thresholding in the feedback loop are described. The
use of u.b. meory asks greatly simplifies optical Implementations

and facilitates the realization of larger networks -(103-104 neurons)..
Numrical simalations showing the use of such 2-D networks in the
recognition of dilute point-like objects that arise in radar and
other similar remote sensing imaging applications are described.
Dilute objects pose a problem, for CAM storage because of the small
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Hsmaing distance between them. Here we show that coding in the form
of a 4uiwgu etAt6644 of the dilute object can remove this linita-
tion permitting recognition from partial versions of the stored
entities. The advantage of this capability In super-resolved recog-
nitiom of radar targets is discussed in the context of a new type of
radar diversity Imaging,, studied extensively in our laboratory, that
is capable of providing sinogra Information compatible with 2-D CAN
storage and Interrogation. Super-resolved automated recognition of
scale uodels of three aerospace objects from partial Information as
low as 20Z of a lenued entity is shown employing hetero-associative
storage where the outcome is a word label describing the recog-
nized object. Capacity for error correction and generalization were
also observed.

TWO-DnIMNSIONAL NEURAL NETS

Storage and readout of 2-D entities In a content addreseable or
associative smory is described next. Given a set of M 2-D bipolar

binary patterns or entities v( ) aul,2.. . each of NzN elements rep-
Vii

resented by a matrifx of rank N, these can be stored in. a manner that
Is a direct extension of the 1-0 case as follows: For each element of
a matrix a new 90 umtriz is formed by multiplying the value of the
element by all elesents of the matrix including itself taking the
sel product as zero. The outcome is a new set of N2 binary bipolar
matrices each of rank X. A formal description of this operation is,

,(m) W (a)T i j k l 0 11 V l i k , J = -1

which is a four dimensional matrix. An overall or composite synaptic
or connectivity memory matrix is formed then by adding all 4-D

matrices T(M) i.e.,

T E T"M (2)
ijkZ ijkl

This symmetric 4-D matrix has elemencs that vary in value between -M
to M also in steps of two as for the 1-D neural net case and which
aesa values of +1 and -1 (and zeros for the self product elements)
when the mtrix is clipped or binarized as Is usually preferable for
optical implementations. Two dimensional unipolar binary entities

b are frequently of practical Importance. These can be transformed

In the usual way into bipolar binary matrices through (m)(2b(M) 1)

which are then used to form the 4-D connectivity matrix or memory as
described.. Also, as in the 1-D neural net case, the prompting entity

:can be unipolar binary b (M) which would simplify further optical
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Implementations in lncoherent light.
Architectures for optical Implementation of 2-D neural nets

must contend with the task of realizing a 4-D memory matrix. Here
a scheme is presented that is based on the partitioning of the 4-D
memory matrix Into an array of 2-D matrices of rank N.

Nearest neighbor search of the. usmory matrix for a given entity

b(s) is done by forming the estimate,

Sjfo) . N (ma ij!k9Z -.92.. "N (3)
k,

follomd by thresholding to obtain a new u.b. matrix which is used

to replacebS °) In eq. (3) and the procedure is repeated until the

resulting matrix converges to the stored entity closest to the ini-

tiating matrix b °).-- The operation Lu eq. (3) can be Interpreted

as first partitioning of the 4-0 T matrix Into an array of 2-D

submatrices of rank N: Tllkt,, T.2kt,...,TL; T21 , T22kA, *.

MI 00Ta TW..., T j M as depicted schematically Lu Pig.

1(a) where the partition submatrices are arranged In a 2-D array.

This first step is followed by multiplication of by each of the

partition submatrices, on an element by elemnt basis, and sing

the products for each submatriz to obtain the first estimate A 
°)

ii
The tensor multiplications and sumation operations called for in
eq. (3) are carried out In Fig. 1(a) by placing a spatially Lte-
grating photodetector (PD) behind each submatrix of the vartitioned

LUM

X, o .'

ig1 Opiclnalgf2 eu alt.a A

Fig$. 1. Optcal arialog of 2-D neural nt. (a) Architect e based
an partitioin of connectiviJty matrix, (b) Opto-elec-

tronic embodiment.
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memory mask which-is assumed for the time being to be realized by
pixel transmittance modulation in an ideal transparency capable of

assuming negative transmittance values. The Input entity b(mn) is
ii

assumed to be displayed on a suitable LED array. The LED display of

b() is multiplied by the Ideal transmittance of each of the parti-

tion submatrices by imaging the display on each of these with exact
registration of pixels by means of a lenslet array as depicted in
Fig. l(b). The output of each PD, proportional to one of the com-
ponents of eq. 3, is thresholded, amplified, and fed back to drive
an associated LED. The (ij)-th LID is paired with the (ij)-th PD.
This completes the Interconnection of the 2-D array of VxN neurons
in the above architecture where each neuron commicates Its state
to all other neurons through a prescribed four dimensional synaptic
or memory matrix In which Information about M 2-D binary matrices of
rank N (entities) have been stored distributively. The number of
2-D entities that can be stored in this fashion is 1 = N/8UN, which
follows directly from the storage capacity formls for the l-D neural
net case by replacing I by 12.

The added complexity associated with having to realise a bi-
polar transmittance In the partitioned TijkJ memory mask of Fig. 1

can be avoided by using unipolar transmittance. This can lead how-
ever to some degradation in performance. A .systematic numerical
simllation study5 of a neural net CAM In which statistical evalua-
tion of the performance of the CAN for varius types of memory masks
(multivaluad, clipped ternary, clipped u.b.) and thresholding schemes
(zero threshold, adaptive threshold where energy of input vector is
used as threshold, adaptive thresholding and relaxation) was carried
out. The results Indicate that a u.b. memory mask can be used with
virtually no sacrifice In CAM performance when the adaptive thresh-
olding and relaxation schema is applied. The scheme assumes an
adaptive threshold is used that is proportiona to the energy (total
light intensity) of the input entity displayed by the LED array at
any time. In the scheme of Fig. l(b) this can be realized by pro-
jecting an Image of the input pattern directly onto an additional PD
element. The PD output being proportional to the total intensity of
the Input display is used as a variable or adaptive threshold in a
comparator against which the outputs of the PD elements positioned
behind the partitioned components of the T .jk memory mask are com-

pared. The outcomes, now bipolar, are attenuated and each is fed
Into a limiting amplifier with delayed feedback (relaxation). Each
lmiter/amplifier output is used to drive the LED that each photo-
detector to paired with. It us found5 that this scheme yields per-
formance equivalent to that of an Ideal CAM with multivalued connec-
tivity matrix and zero thresholding. Note that although the ini-

tializing 2-D entity b(mo) is unipolar binary, the entities fed
ii

back after adaptive thresholding and limited amplification to drive
the LED array would initially be analog resulting in mltivalued
iterates and Intensity displays. However, after few iterations the
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outputs become binary assuming the extreme Values Of the limiter. The
ability to use u. b. mmry matrices in the fashion described mans
that simple black and white photographic transparencies or binary
SIMs can be used respectively as stationary or prograable synaptic
connectivity masks as suggested by Fig. 1.

SINOGRM CLASSII13MS AND BETI3DASSOCZATIV STORAGE
6,7Sinograms are objeact representations encountered in tomography

They wre also useful as object classifiers specially when the objects
are point-hm and dilute6 . Given a set of 2-D dilute objects the
lNing disames between their sinogram classifiers will be greater
than the DNing distances between the objects themselves, with both
sets digitized to the siam=ber of pixels, makin it easier for an
associative memory to distinguish between the sinogras. Sinogram
classifiers have additional advantages that enable scale, rotation,
and shift Invariant recognition of radar target which can not be
detailed here because of :Limited space. A sinogram is a cartesian
plot of the polar projections of object detail. Tor example referring
to Fig. 2(a) which represents a dilute object consisting of 16 points
.on a 32z32 piami grid, the distance that the projection of each point
makes om the y az.s as measured from the origin when the objeact is
rotated about the origin traces a sinusoidal pattern when plotted
against rotation angle an shown in Fig. 2(b). Figure 2(c) is a

*. sos VGai00 M1 p

(a)(b) (c)

Yig. 2. Sinogrem generation. (a) Sparse object, (b) Sinogram, (c)
Digitized sinogrem, (d) Experimental sinogran generation in
radar by range-profile measurement.

digitized version of the sinogram of Fig. 2(b) plotted on a 32x32
pixel grid. The sinogram of a radar target is produced by measuring
the differential range or range-profile of the target employing the

arregintof Fig. 2(d). The system basically measures, with high
resolutioa, the differential. distanice, (differential range or range-
profile) from the rotation center of the projections of the scatter-
Ing centers of the object (here scale models of aerospace targets)
on the line-of-sight of the radar system. Cartesian, plots of the
differential distance or range-profile versus azimuthal angle of
rotation # results in a sinogram classifier or feature space of the
target which characterizes it at any fixed elevat-ion angle 6. The
top row of Fig. 3 shows three digitized inograzi classifiers of
scale models of three aerospace targets plotted on a 32x32 pixel
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grid. These are treated an a learning set and stored hetero-associa-

tively rather than autoassociatIvely be replacing vi in eq. (1) by
I kA1,2 ... 32; -1,2,3 where rmr s abbreviated word

ki kL tpe5t
labels shown in the bottom row of Fig. 3 with which the three test
oblects are to be associated.

Sdsta l data,2 n datas
B52 ANVAC SPACE

1/100 1/72 1/72

o the se0 90 0 as t 9 ect s0

S l data I daa 2 dAta 3

LABEL LABEL L-ABE
1/% 2 E 3

Fig. 3. e btero-essociative storage. Digitized sinograms (top) and
associated ord labels (bottom).

RESULTS

Representative results of numrical smlation of exercising the
heteroassociative memory matrix with complete and partia versions of
one of the stored entities in which the fraction Ti of correct bits or
pixels In the partial versions ranged between 1 and .1 are presented
In Fig. 4. Reliable recognition was found to occur after one iteration--
for all entities stored down to n - .2. For n a .1 or less successful
recall of correct labels was found to depend on the angular location of
the partial data the memory is presented with as illustrated in the two

77 100 77- 602 77- 20Z 77- 102 77- 102

data 3 data 3 data 3 data 3 dats3

i90 secg 0 aspect 90 0 20 0 aspect go
0

Fig. 4. Example of recognition from*partial information. Complete
and partial sinograms of. data set 3 used as input (top), and
final nmory state-recognized label (bottom).
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right-most examples in Fig. 4. Here the memory could not label the
partial Input correctly but converged instead onto a label that it
did not learn before. This appears to be a generalization (mixture)
of the three entities stored earlier. This is quite analogous to the
generalization capability of the brain. Note the generalization is
contrast reversed as me know that stable states of a memory with
symtric connectivity matrix are not only the entities stored but
also their compliments.

COECLUSIONS

Architectures for optical Implementation of 2-D neural nets
based on partitionIng of the 4-0 connectivity matrix are shown to be
suitable for use with 2-D object classifiers or feature spaces. An
example of their utility In super-resolved recognition (labeling) of
radar targets characterized by sinogram classifiers is presented.
The results show that neural net models and their opto-electronic
analogs furnish a new viable approach to signal processing iand auto-
mated recognition that is both robust and fault tolerant.

The work described us carried out under a grant from DARPA/NRL,
and partial support from AM10R, AR0, and RCA (GE) Corporation.
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APPENDIX V

A NEW fTERATIVE, ALGORMiTM FOR EXTRAPOLATION OF
DATA AVAILABLE lI MULTIPLE RESTRCTED REGIONS

WiHAPPLICATION TO RADAR IMAGING

HMMA~b Lik Now H. Fulig ow Yakaye Shut

Thw Momn Mcoof Mmical hghadq

P~leldphh,6 PA. 19104

L WiRODUC17ON

It is well known that the resoution of microwave diversity imaging systems (1] depends

an the mpectralnd angular (aspect rielated) windows utilized and an the use of polarizatio

divusity to eance the amount of information about a scattring object collected by a highly

thinnied, IrecM ing apertwe. To obtain the napg information of the target one can use a pulsed

sigual analyzed in the time domain and map thu the range profie of the target as function of

aspect angle at use a koAd-band CW signal analyzed in frequency domain to yield ias he.-

quincy rap=&s The ange reolutio is inversely p pr o ml to the bandwidth coverage of

the eu tsystem The baow approach is cidnrly ease to implement. In practical

situations, howeve, due to limitation of the measurementP sys$=m ot restriction of bandwidth

WallcMin thes observed data ca lie in multiple restricted spectral regions, which we call pas

bands. Several methods of extrapolating the measured data beyond the observed regions have

been proposed and testedP (2,3,4] in an attempt to achieve the ful resoludwo of the unrestricted

spectral range, when a prior knowledge of the maximm dimension of the object exists, and

am iterative procedure is applied.

To izeaIsm the resolution obtained from spectral data of such limited extent, techniques

of nonlno power spiectrum. estimation have been used with notable success (5]. These

inclde anouio (AR). linear prediction (LP), and maximum entrop method (M).

For a stationary Gaussian process, the above methods can be shown to be equivalent [5]..
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Although the spect estimated by MEM or AR can be very sharp and well resolved, this

may not be to advantage in a microwave imaging system. If the data are not sampled densely

enough in the spectral domain as the sharp well resolved component may be missed, and the

results may not reffect faithfully the actual spectral amplitude. Besides, image reconstruction

from microwave diversity imaging systms involves coherent supepositon of the data in the

specMr or rn profi of the scattere (obtained at different looks or aspect angle), where

thes ar estimated from parti data available in segmented bands [1]. If the estimated ampli-

tudes of d mqn profiles obtained by MIM or AR depart from the desired values because of

undemapling, image degadation will result Therore, to overcome the dense sampling

requentit may be preferable to extrapolate the data available in the various pass bands

into th vacut btds befor the speptraorrange profle an formed, and image recnstruction

is due.

If one wishes to predict the not value in a sequence on thde basis of previous samples,

one cm use the lna prefiction model which consists of finding the parameters that minim-

ize d sunmation of prdiction e= energie which will be defined in the later section. To

extrapolate the data beyond the observed region, an intuitive way is to predict t extrio

data by using the sam paameen obtained by the linea prediction model Thec most popula

approach for iner pdiction pestimation with N data samples is the Burg algo-

drith [5,61. For a given number of data samples in a given observation interval, in order to

separat the discrete spectra (in this paper, spectrum is defined as the Fourier transform of the

observed data),the required model order in the linear prediction method increases as the

separation of spectra decreases, .e, it is easi to model the data sequence for spectra with

lgr sepration than tho with clos separation, which translates into well separated

scMarkg centers. In addtio for a given model order and given number of sampling points,

it is eas to distingish d two close spectra components (scattering center) by a data set

with longer observation interval than that by a data set with shorter observation interval. It

was also suggested that the mode order should not exceed half of the number of data points
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for short data segment because otherwise the lin prediction spectal estimat will exhibit

spurious peaks [5]. From the above observations, one can conclude that it would be more

difficult to resolve two closer point targets (Fouier transform of the observed data in fre-

quiny domain) with short data band, If all the observed data within multiple restricted

regions can be fMly utilized, better resolution can be expected.

It is kown that the linear pediction method is especially suited for those cases when the

spectra ae in discret type. Under high frequency condition, the scattered fields of a complex

tget can be ascribed to a few discrete scatering centers and edge diffractions. It will be

shown that under the high fiquency appnoximation the locations of the scattering centers and

thr saig scrngths independent of the operating frequency for a given
ov pair. Thm penomena provide the motivation to investigate a new

method for eil- Wation of scatered field data available in multiple restriefd frequency

In this paper, a new iterative algorithm which uses the Burg algorithm to find the linear

piedictim pmm and an iterave mthod to modify the prediction parameters is proposed

m4 tested with both simulated and raUtic measured data generated in our anechoic chamber

ex;prmental microwave imaging and I facilitim. With this algorithm, one can

obtain acceptble extrapolation beyond the observed region if the spectr are in disae" forms

and the separation of the spectra we not too close. Both simulation and y umental results

are Presented to demonstrate as an example the effectiveness of the method in microwave

diversity radar imaging.

IL THE NEW ERATIVE ALGORITHM

"3w most popula approach to am prediction parmeter estimation with N data samples

{x,... , w inducd by Burg 6]. linear prudiction parameters am obtained by

ininsizin the sum of the forward and backward prediction error energies e,

NITj N-,I
map Amp

SUP L"p
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subject to the constraint that the prediction parameters satsf a recursion relationship [5],

whmere is the fvmd prediction com with model order p and is given by

a,'~-(2)

and bm is the backward pediction tnu with model order p and is given by

bpa ~t x. +,,k (3)

kinG

ap e called linear pedition parameter, and asterisk denotes the complex conjugate operA-

If Owe is going to exbMPOlas from the availble damn beyond the observed region, a

stghtk fatward way is to use the estimaxed prediction parmees apt1 and the measured dat

by the foWowing equaions,16

1 N.4j= t4*xejV..h' j>O; (4)

£~jh'a pk--j,t J>O. 5
hat

Where the Adenots th. estimated valu&

Nf the dat available a= confined to multiple separate spectra regions or pass-bands of

equa width a ilustrated in Fig. 1, and one tries to extraipolat from the observed data to the

vacant bands, an intuitive method is to divide the inne vacant band into two parts of equal

Width and to extrapolat into the left part by Using the prediction. parameters obtained from

the data set of region I and extpolat into the right put by using the model parameters

obtained from the darn set of region. I

If the da= sequenc can be correctl expesed by the prediction paramaem, then the
extrpola o eror, which is defined as the absolute value of the complex difference between I
the theoretcal values and extraplated values, would be very small. However, if the predicton

Parameter cannot model the sequence correctly, the cizor of extrapolation my accumwzlate.

A
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We have found that the longer the available data string, the larger the model order, the linear

prediction model which characterizes the data sequence would be more accurate especially in

the presence of noise. However, the model order should not exceed half of the number of the

samples becanu the estimated spectrum will produce spurious peaks [5].

In order to utiliz the information available in different regions, a new itraive algorithm

using the Barg algorithm to estimat the prediction parameters and a new iterative method is

propos The wprocedure Musuated in Fig. 2 is as follows:

1. Divide the inner vacant band into two parts of equal width. Extrapolate into the left

part by using the prediction parameters obtained from the data set of region I and

extrapolate into the right part by using the prediction parameters obtained from the

datz son of region M If the bands =axno equal, in width, unequal division of the

vacant inherv enig bands may be appropriate

2. With the "vacant ban"s' data together with the observed data, use the Burg algo-

rithm to find a new set of prediction parameters.

3. Using this set of prediction parameters and the data of region 1, extrapolate into the

left put of vacant bands, and using the same set of prediction parameters and the

data in region IL extrapolate into the right part of the vacant bands.

4. Using this set of parameters together with the extrapolated data, estina the data in

the observaton region I and H Calculate the error energy between the measured

data and the estimated data in the observation regions. The wor energy is denoted

by E, and is given by:

X=I. I -I -j I= Ie, I + I b, u 2 , (6)

where x an the masured data, I ane the forward estimation of th3 e'" are

bacmkrd estimation of Z, e is the forward prediction error, and bi is the backward

prediction er'ror.

I.
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5. With the measured data together with the estimated "vacant band's' data, use the

Burg algorithm to find a new set of prediction parameters. From the measured data

and this new set of prediction parameters, extrapolate the "vacant band's' data as

described in step 3.

6 Us the same procedure of stp 4 to calculate the new error energy of the pass-

bands, call it 42-

7. Cona E, with E4 if E2 is small than El, replace the error energy E, by E2 ,

repeat step 5.

8. If E2 is greater than El, stop the iteration, and take the extrapolated data of the pre-

vious loop as the final result.

Insep 1, if the width of a single nd(ba d I barb ond 1 is not ugh, the

tnpoatice ws produced by the prediction parameers obtained from single pass-band

data may be very larg in that case, we cn set the dam in the vacant bands to o.

The above ieraive method can be easily applied to the case where only one single data

band is available to extrapolate outide i The procedures m almos the same except that

only on data band sequn is used to extrapolat to the exterior bands and to calculate the

ex.alion errors.

H1L SCATTERING PROPERTIES OF A METALLIC OBJECT

In this section we shall show that unde the high frequency appoimation the scattered

fields of a metallic object can be expressed as uperposition of scattered fields of dbscrete

scattering centfs. The phenomena allow us to apply the proposed xtlaion algorithm

to radar imaging.

For a metalic object Imp compared with wavelength, the scattering mechanism can be

divided into the following components 7:

"I'
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1. Specua scazins polsa

2. ScauaS fom. suae d ,s 4t): e0us oaM , tips ctc-

3. Scatning fom suhce d€rivaive dia alinuides

4, Crepiag wave

S. Tmvfltn wave

6. Scanning fom, conave regkam

7. Multiple scaning p-

For mst sioadons, the mjar umibuoas to the scated waves we 2cie t the

s aul cane paim and 0d:4 diffracio

Camldu a meallc object samd am a roated pedastl ad inminamd by a plan wave

as shown In s. 3. ft I ste beiwte the ati-Am cami 0 and the -z la v and

receive am and R, n.pecsively, and the unit vecto in the dvctim of sudtm and

racezves aM and .4 spectivel. Under die pkyical optics and Born p; alimatons, the

scatie elds at th reeiin undw far Adld condiio an be exressed. as [1]

.l#) = .,-,_ IS A xAo()eJ 1 kd

where k is tle wave numbe, So the i uminad yegin, 4 (7") the unit normal veYor at the

surfc point 7w, and go (k) the incident 9a gold at the rtationc

As k approacbes inhity, the asynmpoa wexsiof atth above equation can be

obWned by Woigth n hase m ethod (81 to % The mltu6s

Z(k)u=ik e A "47 -MUa 2~4 (r'I) x1(k)J~ ~ pool (8)

where 70'j ar the vectors such that

d: ((0) "]. (9)1

andI
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d2 ((4 21 (10)
SI- da'

whiere d..is t e derivative with rsct to the surface curvature The points 7~correspond-

ing to the soisiam of eq. (9) ar called stationary points or equi-phase points or the scatter-

iug cens* & the m A ( 7oj) x Ao (k) /Nij = is called the scattering strength for the partic-

ular scaulu coes at 0j.It is seen that the locations of the scattering centers depend on

the diecdim of t as well as the shape of the metallic surface The, scattering suength

depends on the local properties of the scattering centers. The above analysis illustrates that the

object function we would be dealing with in high frequency radar imaging are of discrete

form consisting of point scattering centers.

If t VMceived scatteMred fteld have been caliratd with a wrefrece target [1], te

caueced& rdsI, (k) can be exprssed as

The Fouiefr amnsfrm of eq (11) will give the range profie and scateing strength of

the scteigcenters.

IV. RESULTS

In this sectm iote performianc of the proposed new algorithm using both simulated and

realistic data will be evaluated. First, asume for simplicity an object consisting of n point

scaee= located at (rPO+ yj) is illuminated by a plane wave, where r. is the distance

betwee a he - .Ii.Ysand a reec point of the object and yjis the differental

rang of the jth sattere (range: relative: to r). Under far field condition and ignoring multiple

scattertng. and considerig for simplicity a scalarized version of eq. (11), the coreted scalar

field cmn be expressed as

E M~ (k) e ~ ka (12)
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* In the following simulation, the theoretical values of E' (k ane calculated in 200

equly spaced frequncy steps covering the frequency range f, -6 ~Hz tOfzoo= 16 0Hzk,

with an assumed signal to noise ratio set to 40 dB. These values anticipate the realistic experi-

mental data utiized in testing the algorithm.

Assume the available (conmued data are in, the following pass-band (f3O ,fSO) ad

(fn , 17 We wan to extrapoliate the data to the vacant bands (f, . f" ). (fl, . f,") and

(fl-n ,1200) The range resolution obtained by the DIFT method using the whole bandwidth

(fi .12m.) is about 1.5 cm. The resolution using a single frequency band is about 5.5cm. The

resolution. using both frequency bands is about 2.0 cm, however, Lver high side-lobe level will

be roduced. We consie a scattmu with seven poin scattmu, the locaio and scattering

singth for each point sreuvae ( P,-30 cm. , am0 .5), ( r2=-20 cm, a2 =O.5),

3ra - 10 cm a3 -5S), ( r 2 m,6 44U ) ( rs 10 cm, as =O.M.) ( r6 =20 cm.

a6 OZ0), ( r7 =- 30 cm. a7 =.OM). The values of the field at each sampled freuency fj

are calculated using eq. (12).

Deamn the eryapolation mwr at frequency fj a

wbere t ', (ft) is the eItrpolated value at each fj . The etap olation eror for differen

algoitms are compared and shown in Fig. 4(a). The bold solid curve as the amplitude of the

theortically computed fields E 's (fj), the thin solid curves are the extrapolio e=o after

100 iterations using the algorithm proposed in [3J, the dasthed curves are obtained by uing

the Burg algorithm to find the prediction. prmtets from the respective pass-band, and using

this set of paramees together with data in each puss-band to extampolate to the outside

region (bands M ad IV). The dotted line cuve we obtained using this new algorithm with

one iteration and with model order 25. The algorithm proposed in [31 involves basically appli-

cation of the Gerchberg algorithm to data in the multiple restricted regions. However, no

numerical or expeimental results wre given in that paper. It as clear from the results obtained
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here that the algorithm in [3] seems not to be effective in the case considered as the enos

can exceed the amplitude of the theoretical fields. Etaolation from single pan-band are not

good in this exuple, because the model ord is not sufficient to model the data series in the

presem of noise The proposed new nmehod after one iteration is seen to produce small my m.

Ile Fourier tasform (Fr) of the all-band data (i.e, data in region I to V), pas-band

data cnly, pas-band plus exuapolated data using the algorithm in [31 and pus-band plus

etaled dam with the new proposed method me shown in Fig. 4(b) to 4(e) respectively.

Note that the Fr of spectrW dam yields range profile of the scattering objecL i is clear that

FT using pass-band data only (FIX. 4(c)) has very high side-lobe structure, the Fr of the

extrapolated data using the algaithm in [3] (Fig. 4(e)) is totally different from the original of

b. 4,). The result obtained by Poer m g ad by the peopowd

algorithm s shown in ft 4(d) which ahibits celle speement with tu all-mnd result of

Fig. 4(b). The mapitudes of the peaks in Figs. 4(b) and 4(d) depart from the original

assigned, values because of zero padding used in the fast Fourier sorm (FFI) algorithm.

Thds lack of fidelity in scatming suength - m -auctio does not have a discernible dqpding

effect on the qualwt of image P mconucted as will be ilusuted. below, but is important and

must be dealt with when quantitatme analysis of scattering srengths is needed.

If the rquncy coverage is incased to (fU -6 GHz. f~o 20 0Hz) with the number

of sampling points being fixed to 200 and the pass-bands are kept at (f3o, jso ) and (fM,

f , the computed fields and the - - polation mn would be as shown in Fig. 5. It is see

that the extraolation wm indicated by the dashed line becomes smalle. If the frequency
coverage is decreased to (fA = 6 C& f20 = 12 0Hz), the results would be as shown in Fig.

6. It is seen that the etrapolation wrirs indicated by the dashed and dotted curves ame now

both high. The FFr of the whole band data, pass-band data only, and the extrapolated plus

pus-band dama using tWs nmthod are shown in Figs. 6(b) to 6(d) respectively. The results in

Figs. S and 6 indicate the desirability of using segmented spectral data spanning wider spec-

m2a ranges.



he pfomace of the algorithm using realistic data is also evaluated. Th. test object, a

uitalnd 10M.I scale mde of a B-52 aircraft with 79 cm wing span and 68 cm long

fuselage was mounted an a ,levation-o slri th positioner situated in

an enechoic chamber einm t 201 equal frquency steps covering the f, = 6.1 to

ful a 17.5 0Hz nap wam used to obtain the fiquen response o the object a described

in (I]. ' ff m is pos toned for a fixed eevadon angle at 30 whie the amuth angle

wualtemdbetween0 and900 instMpof0.r foratotalof 128 angula looks.

The pm-bend is fizu defined as (f , of) and (fn ,f7o. The measured values and the

exapolated Gnus of the broad-side look which is 0' from the head-on look am shown in

F. 7(a). The solid ine curve is the amplitude of the r -phase corrected field (see [1]).

The dashed curve 11qmu1 - the Proinpoladon amo rasultIng from - - polating ftm each

single band (baw T M with model oadin25 as desimed in step Iat the proposed algo-

rldi TM dotted line curv obtained using the new algorithm vith 1 iteration and

model order 25. u eM uplation error for suret is defined in a mm similar to the

definiti o a r in nuanrical simulation as the mapitd of the difference between the

MM fld uu Balds -,, zapmoled fields. The Fooie =mnsfom from the whole bend

data the pus-bend dats onl, and the pas-bend togethe with extrapolated datza me shown in

FIs. 7(b), 7(c) ad 7(d) spectkvely. Forbw =dam of the cRrected scattered fields will

gv fte rang profile of the arget in that view. In tfis figur it is seen that the extapolation

earnos do not imtrove a one ieation. The reasm can be explained from the plot of the

rag pmodle shown in i. 7(b). In this view direcion, the major contiui to the scat-

tred fields s due to ftselage and primi thos egines and fuel =k which am on the
iuminate sidL Specula scattering Arom thms points an well separated in time at distance
and thIr number is small. hue the linM peiction t-F1 obtained from single pass-

band us suftIcient to model the daa sequne The extrapolation lon am not as small as
those obtined by simulaions. The rmm of this is that the applicability of lUnea pediction
model to the extrapolation of scattered fields of a metallic object is based on the high

P4
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frequency aprxmto.In the meau Pen data, however, polarization effects, edge

diffiaction, multiple scattering and the failure to satisf the high frequency approximation in

the lowe region of the frequency band utilized in the mauentwill degrade the perfor-

mance of the algorizhnL

The econtruced maesatf he teW object using data collected in an angular windows

at 90r extnding from bead-on to broadside in 128 loks (see (11 for detail) and different fre-

quency bands an shown in M~g. L. The transmitting antenna is right-hand circulary polarized

and the reeiving antenn is left-bad circularly polarized, which constitute by the convention

given in [7J a co-polarized -rasmitig/rceiin system Figure 8(a) is obtained by using the

whole band daM ta;F 8(b) is obtained by using the pmss-band data alone. Figures 8(c) and

8(d) an obtained by extrpolating without iteation and after one itraio respectively. The

MOdM orderused is M a25 in both cases.

If the pau-band is deined as f)' the recotnstructed images obtained by using the

pu-band data alone and by extraZIpolation without iteration and after 1 iteration are shown in

F*gs 8(e), 80t). and.8(g repectvel. The MOde order used is also M a 25.

It is seen that the image quality ot Fis. 8(c) and 8(e) mue as good as that of FRg 8(a).

These remults show the effectivenes of the apication of the proposed algorithm to radar

imaging from segmented data bands.

V. CONCLUSION

A new method employing the Burg algoihm, and an iteratve proedure to extrpolat

observed darn beyond restricted regions of observation has been proposed and tested. Simula-

tion and m, perimental reult prove the efiectivene, of this proposed method. The algorithm

is. especially effectiv when the spa=~ of the collected darn (the object range profile in this

field whenever the data is available in retrcte bands. For example, in multiple band

microwave imaging system, the quality of the image obtained by extrapolating frm a much
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smale bandwidth can be as good as that obtained by data, in the full bandwidth Mwe cost of

the immaing system can he=c be reduced drastically as the cost of the required gem can be

much Iowar than the cost of the gem to cover the fMl bandwidth and restrictions on use of

fiuquency bonds can. be sc od ed

This reeeuch was supported by the Air Force Office: of Scicntihc Research, Amr Forme

systo m Camad, under Swat AFOSR-l1-0240F and by the Army Research Office under

coatrant DAAO 29-83-I-0120-P02.
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FIGURE CAMTONS

Fig. 1 Available dama in multiple regions Passband(sbaded regon)

suc aoun ded by vacant bands

Fi.2 Schematic diagram at the poud-pi now iterative exaoainmethod.

FIg. 3 Qeoauu of the rigumrmn sysin.

Fig. 4 (a) Magnitude of teetical &Ae&d and compaison ofetaplin

somdifMe= imewodsA 6GEZ.fm = 16 MIL

-magnitude of theoretical fields.

- extrapoation Mw~ from a single passbvnd, no itean.m

extaSOM zos fica h nw immtive algocithm.

- exuipolatis ou tM * algorithm proposed in [3].

(b) FF1' of the whole hand data.

(c) FF1' of the puaband dama

(d) FF1' of t psbad and extapolated data with 1 iteraiotL

(e) FIF1 of the pussband and exrpolated data. using algorihm proposed in (3].

3~. Mfagaituds of theoretia fds and comparison of extrapolation

wors with and withtieration f-6 CHz, ~ 20 0Hz.

- magnitude of theoretcal fields.

- extrapolation error fron respetve pusband, no itertion.

- extrpolation azor from ow iterative algorithm

Rip

MIPS
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Flg& 6 (a) Manitude of theoretical fields and comparison of extrapolto

emor with and withut iteration,fA = 6 GHzf~o = 12 GHZ.

-Magnitude of theoretical, fields.

- I eN Iapolatio mwro from repece passband, no iweaton.

expII ;olanoyno I~r from new iterative alorithm.

(b) Fr of the whole bond data.

(c) FF1" of the passband data.

(d) FF1' o f the pasband and extrapolated data with 1 iteration.

Fig. 7 (a.) Magnitude of the measured fields and comparison of extrapolto

anu without and with 1 itoration

- magitudeOf thetcal. fields.

- extraplatio error from respective passband, no iteration.

eItrpolatio evy ms from new iterative algorithm

(b) FFToftdie whole bund data.

(c) FFT of the pasband data.

(d) FF1' of the pasaband and extrapolated. data with 1 iteration
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Fi. 8 Recostruct images of the metalized scale model B-52 aircraft using

an angular window of 900 extending from head-on to broad-side in 128

looks and differe spectral coverage.

Reconstructm fom

(a) a-dre banwidvt (f, ,f ).

(b) pusbad 3 f$), (AIM 170 .
(c) puab d (3 ,fAS), (AIM ,l0)

and 1o dat a (edtrapolae data into empty bands) without iteration.
(d) passbad (A3o ,fro), (fro ,Af10

and eP oa data with 1 iteration.

(e) puimbd (fa ,13)

(f) pumbd (f fr) and ta ation data without iteration.

(g) sband (f6,fL0) and e -upola data with 1 iteaon.

D
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ITERATION ALGORITHM

! ,i u ! 1. Available data in regions I & II
are used to extrapolate into regions

I---I---,I-IW-N,--*I WI III & IV.

AE T 2. Use data in regions I + II + III + IVA MEji to estimate the parameters {ajli,

where i represents the iteration
number.

- 3. Use data in I and (aj}i to extrapolate
into region III. Use data in II and
{ajli to extrapolate into region IV.

Kr 0 1 -W 0 -------- -- D-X---

Convergence Test

I I a. Use data in III and {a }i to estimate
new data values in region I. Use IV

Iand (a }i to estimate new data values
in region 11.

E E
I I- El

1b. Calculate error

ei a EI + EII

I

-)I*- RI

Is I . acuae ro

c. For the resultant data is in step 3:

If ej < ei. 1, i+l -I- i, go from step
L.......-3 to 2 otherwise iteration stopped.

--
No

* -.N D
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APPENDIX VI

ARCHITECTURES FOR OPTO-ELECTRONIC ANALOGS OF SELF-ORGANIZING NEURAL NETWORKS

Nabil H. Farhat
University of Pennsylvania

Electrical Engineering Department
Electro-Optics and Microwave-Optics Laboratory

Philadelphia, PA 19104-6390

Abstract

Architectures for partitioning opto-electronic analogs of neural nets
into input/output and internal units to enable self-organization and
learning where a net can form its own internal representations of the
"environment" are described.

1. INTRODUCTION: In our preceeding work on optical analogs of neural nets,
[13,[23, the nets described were programmed to do a specific computational
task, namely a nearest neighbor search by finding the stored entity that is
closest to the address In the Hamng sense. As such the net acted as a
content addressable associative memory. The programming was done by
computing first the Interconneotivity matrix using an outer-product recipe
given the entities we wished the net to store and become familiar with
followed by setting the weights of synaptic Interconnections or links
between neurons accordingly.

In this paper we are concerned with architectures for opto-electronic
Implementation of neural nets that are able to program or organize
themselves under supervised conditions, i.e., of nets that are capable of
(a) computing the interconnectivity matrix for the associations they are
to learn, and (b) of changing the weights of the links between their neurons
accordingly. Such self-organizing networks have therefore the ability to
form and store their own internal representations of the entities or
associations they are presented with.

Multi-layered self-programmLng nets have been described recently 13]-
[53 where the net is partitioned into three groups. Two are groups of
visible or external input/output units or neurons that interface with the
outside world i.e., with the net environment. The third is a group of
hidden or internal units that separates the Input and output units and
participates in the process of forming internal representations of the
associations the net is presented with, as for example by "clamping" or
fixing the states of the Input and output neurons to the desired
associations and letting the net run through its learning algorithm to
arrive ultimately at a specific set of synaptic weights or links between the
neurons that capture the underlying structure of all the associations
presented to the net. The hidden units or neurons prevent the input and
output units from communicating with each other directly. In other words no
neuron or unit in the Input group is linked directly to a neuron in the
output group and vice-versa. Any such communication must be carried out via
the hidden units. Neurons within the input group can communicate with each
other and with hidden units and the same is true for neurons in the output
group. Neurons in the hidden group can not communicate with each other.
They can only communicate with neurons in the input and output groups as
stated earlier.

Mill-



Two adaptive learning procedures in such partitioned nets have
attracted considerable attention. One is stochastic involving a simulated
annealing process [63,[73 and the other is deterministic involving an error
baok-propogation process [43. There is general agreement however; that
because ot their Iterative nature, serial digital computation of the links
with these algorithms is very time consuming. A faster means for carrying
out the required acmputations is needed. Never-the-less the work mentioned
represents a milestone in that it opens the way for powerful collective
computations in multilayered neural nets and in that it dispels earlier
reservations E83 about the capabilities of early models of neural nets such
as the Perceptron 193 when the partitioning concept is Introduced. What Is
most significant and noteworthy, in our opinion, is the ability to now
define buffered input and output groups with unequal number of neurons in a
net which was not possible with earlier nets where all neurons participate
In defining the Initial (Input) and final (output) states of the net.

2. ANALOG IMPLEMENTATIONS: Optics and opto-electronic architectures and
techniques can play an important role in the study and Implementation of
self-programming networks and in speeding-up the execution of learning
algorithms. We have done some exploratory work in this regard to see how
the neurons in an opto-electronic analog of a neural net can be partitioned
Into groups with specific Interconnection patterns. Here, for example, a
method for partitioning an opto-eleoctronic analog of a neural net into
input, output, and internal units with the selective communication pattern
described earlier to enable, stochastic learning, I.e., carrying out a
simulated annealing learning algorithm in the context of a Boltzmann machine
formalism is described. (see Fig. 1(a)). The arrangement shown in Fig. 1(a)
derives from the neural network analogs we described earlier (2). The

Camom

Fig. 1. Partitioning concept (a) and method for rapid determination of the
net's energy E.

network, consisting of say N neurons, is partitioned into three groups. Two
groups, V1 and V2 represent visible or exterior units that can be used as

input and output units respectively. The third group H are hidden or
internal units. The partition is such that N1 +N2 +N3-N where subscripts

1,2,3 on N refer to the number of neurons in the V1 ,V 2 and H groups

respectively. The interconnectivity matrix, designated here as W j, is

partitioned into nine submatrices, A,B,C,D,E, and F plus three zero matrices
shown as blackened or opague regions of the Wij mask. The LED array

-2-



represents the state of the neurons, assumed to be unipolar binary LED on -

neuron firing, LED off a neuron not-firing. The W j mask represents the

strengths of interconnection between neurons in a manner similar to earlier
arrangements [2]. Light from the LEDs is smeared vertically over the W

mask with the aid of an anamorphic lens system (not shown in Fig. 1(a)) and
light emerging from rows of the mask is focused with the aid of another
anamorphic lens system (also not shown) onto elements of the photodetector
(PD) array. Also we assume the same scheme utilized in [2) for realizing
bipolar values of Wij in incoherent light is adopted here, namely by

separating each row of the Wij mask into two subrows and assigning positive

values W to one subrow and negative values W j to the other, then focusing

light emerging from the two subrows separately onto pairs of adjacent
photosite connected in opposition in the V 1 , V2 and H segment of the

photodetector array. Submatrix A with N1 x N 1 elements, provides the

interconnection weights of units or neurons within group V1. Submatrix B

with N2 x N2 elements, provides the interconnection weights of units within

V2. Submatrices C (of 1. x N3 elements) and D (of N3 x N1 elements) provide

the interconnection weights between units of V1 and H and submatrices E (of

N2 x N3 elements) and F (of N3 x N2 ) provide the interconnection weights of

units of V2 and H. Units in V1 and V2 can not communicate with each other

directly because locations of their interconnectivity weights in the ij

matrix or mask are blocked out (blackened lower left and top right portion
of Wuj). Similarly units within H do not communicate with each other

because locations of their interconnectivity weights in the Wtj mask are

also blocked out (center blackened square of Wij). The LED element 6 is

always on to provide a fixed or adaptive threshold level to all other units
by contributing to the light focused onto only negative photosites of the
photodetector (PD) arrays.

By using a computer controlled nonvolatile spatial light modulator to
implement the Wj mask in Fig. 1(a) and including a computer/controller as

shown the scheme can be made self-programming with ability to modify the
weights of synaptic links between its neurons to form internal
representations of the associations or patterns presented to it. This is
done by fixing or clamping the states of the V1 (input) and V2 (output)

groups to each of the associations we want the net to learn and by repeated
application of the simulated annealing procedure with Boltzmann, or other,
stochastic state update rule and collection of statistics on the states of
the neurons at the end of each run when the net reaches thermodynamic
equilibrium.

For each clamping of the V1 and V2 units to one of the associations,

annealing is applied, starting from an arbitrary Wi, with switching states

of units in H until thermodynamic equilibrium is reached. The state vector
of the entire net, which represents a state of global energy minimuE, is
then stored by the computer. This procedure is repeated for each



association several times recording the final State vectors every time. The
probabilities Pij of finding the i-th and j-th neurons in the same state are

then obtained. Next with the output units V2 unclamped to let them free run

like the H units the above procedure is repeated for the same number of

annealLngs as before and the probabilities PIj are obtained. The weights

W i1 are then incremented by AWIj - n(Pij-P i) where n is a constant that

controls the speed and efficacy of learning. Starting from the new Wij the
above procedure Is repeated until a steady WLJ is reached at which time the

learning procedure is complete. Learning by simulated annealing requires
calculating the energy E of the net 131,153. A simplified version of a
rapid scheme for obtaining E opto-electronically is shown in Fig. 1(b). A
slight variation of this scheme that can deal with the bipolar nature of W
would actually be utilized. This is not detailed here because of space
limitation.

3. REMARKS: The partitioning architecture described is extendable to
multilayered nets of more than three layers and to 2-D arrangement of
neurons. Learning algorithms in such layered nets lead to multivalued W,1.
Therefore high-speed computer controlled SLM3 with graded pixel response are
called for. Methods of reducing the dynamic range of Wlj or for allowing
the'use of Wij with ternary weights are however under study to enable the

use of commercially available nonvolatile SLM devices that are mostly
binary e.g., Litton's MOSLM.
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DARPA/NRL, The Army Research Office, and the University of Pennsylvania
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APPENDIX VII

Phased Array Antenna Pattern Synthesis By

Simulated Annealing

N.H. Farhat and B. Bai

ABSTRACT: A new procedure is descriled for optimum phased army syn-
thesis. The synthesis i optimized by a simulated annealing process in which the
energy function is directly related to the far field intensity of a phased army.
Numeical simulation results are presented. A possible optkaldigital hybrid im-
pthat can perform the required computation at higher speed than
a pure digital impntto is discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

For the synthesis of an antenna an with unformly spaced elenmts it is
well known that, if the curreut distribution function is not restricted, a Dolph-
Chebyshe distribution function over the antenna gives ris to an optimum pat-
tern which has the lowest sidelobe level for a specified mainbeam width [1].

However, if for the purpose of easy practical implementation, the distribution

function is restricted to some specific set, other methods have to be investigated
and used for optimum synthesis. The simulated annealing method presented

here is, by our study, one of the choices for optimum synthesis of phased ar-
rays with restricted distribution functions. The synthesis is optimal in the sense

that the lowest sidelobe level is achieved while the specified mainbeam width is
mThis method can be used for both microwave phased array. and
optical arrays. In our study so far, we have been mainly concerned with optical
arnys, which appear to be technologically feasible with present electronic and

"The shmis are wih the ectro-Oplc ad Mkirwm Opti Labormay, the Moore
School of lectuial Engie g, Univrmy of Peaaylvmai Philadephia, PA 19104.
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optical technologies. Hence, the parameters assumed in the simulations below

are releant to the optical cam, but the method and conclusions apply to phased

amwq In generaL

2 SIMULATED ANNEALING METHOD

Meropolis et W. Introduced the simulated annealing algorithm for calcula -
ing the propertl of an syste of Interacting individual molecules [2]. The
algorithm was previously applied to combinatorial optimization problems, in-
cluding physical desg of computers, and the traeling salesman problem [3).
The method can be extended for general optimization problem. For the system
to be optimized, an 'energ or 'cost' function E is first established and a

dynamic variable T, the teperaue of the system, is chosen to control the
pracm. Starting t a high tmperature, the system is slmly cooled down,
until the system Ofress =A re ci the optimum state in a manner simiar to

annealing of a crystal during growth to reach a near perfect structure. At each
"tempeoaUre, a change in the system is made according to a certain rule, and

then the 'energ or "cot" change of the system AE is calculated. If fE 0,
the system alteration is retained and the procm is continued. The acceptance

or rqjection of the alteration or change of grain of the system when AE > 0 is
treated probabilistical y. Accordingly, the Boltzman factor f(AE) = ez(-")
is calculated, where K is a constant whose dimension depends on the dimen-

sions of AB and T. Then a random number R uniformly distributed in the
intera [0, 1) i chosen. If R f(A), the change of pain i retained; on the
other hand, if R > f(AE), the change is discarded, that is, the system before

change is used for the next step of the proces. This procedure is repeated for
each anmprature" until the system is optimized by arriving at a global eneru

minium. The choices of K and the initial T are crucial for the succem and

speed of convergence of simulated annealing process. Because of the probabilis-

tic Boltsman selection rule of the AE > 0 case, the process can always get out of

a local minimum of the 'enerlgy or "cost" function in which it could get trapped

and proceed to the desired global minimum. This makes simulated annealing
different from iterative improvement procedure [31-[61.
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3 PHASED ARRAY SYNTHESIS

For a 2-dimensional phased array with (2M+1) x (2N+1) identical subapertures,

the far field is the product of its subaperture factor and its aay factor. The

array factor can be written as,

m(M mm-N

where, A.and B are the spacing between elements in an orthogonal array coot-
dinate; I. = -J- , f = -, x and y being the transverse far field coordinates,
and Ro is the distance between point (z, V) and the army origin.

Since the subaprtur factor is fixed for a given subaperture function and

it varies much more slowly than the array factor, the effect of the subaperture

factor is insignificant and hence ignred in the present synthesis. The array

facto Q.,f) will be studied by changin the weighting factor W for all
powible m and n to achieve the optimum radiation pattern.

Th ener " or cast function in simulated annealing can be established in
many different ways for phased array synthesis. Since our primary work is done

for optical and infrared phased armys and this kind of array has a relatively

large size compared to the wavelength A used (A on the order of 10- m), the
beam width is very small (on the order of 10 - degrees). It is important to

achieve the lowest sidelobe level. For this purpose, one obvious way to choose

the "energy" or "cost function for phased array synthesis would be the energy

outside a specified main lobe. When this energy function is minimized, under the
assumption that the total energy remains constant, it could be expected that

the energy would become concentrated in the main beam. Consequently, the

relative sidelobe level could be minimized. However, from simulations we have

run, it turns out that this energy constraint cannot minrnie the sidelobe level,

since minimizng the energy does not necessarily constrain the peak sidelobe

level. In the simulation presented here, the intensity E associated with the

highest sidelobe level is used as the 'enerWy" or 'cost" function for simulated

annealing. Of course, if necessary, a constraint about the beamwidth could be

included in the 'energy" or 'cost' function. When the "energy" is minimized,

the relative sidelobe level is now also minimized. The beamwidth at the final

run will be taken as the optimum beamwidth associated with the final W,.

3
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weights. The relationship of beamwidth and sidelobe level ii then optimum in

the sense of Dolph-Chebyshev, that in, the sidelobe level is the lowest for the
given beamwidth.

4 SIMULATION

Since the simulated annealing process is the same for a 2-dimensional array as
for a 1-dimensional array and considering the limited computation power of the

MICRO PDP- U compute available for our simulation, a .-ddi en sona array
in used in our study. The 1-imensional array is also assumed to be a continuous I

one with many desired pixels. Each of the pixels acts as a subaperture. The

simulation starts with a uniform distribution (all subapertures with 1 or -1).
The far field pattern in shown in FIg.1(a) for this uniform distribution case and

has the usual -13.3(dB) sidelobe level. The distribution function is restricted
to the set of 1, -1, which means real tranmittance with binary phase (phase= 0

or r ) modulation. Then, simulated annealing is carried out by just changing
the sign of each subaperture in turn, calculating the intensity of the highest

sidelobe and applying the algorithm for each change. At each "temperature" for

the simulated annealing algorithm, if either the number of accepted changes on
randomly selected elements exceeds i of the total subaperture numbers or the

number of attempts exceeds 10 times the total subaperture numbers, the pro-

cem goes to the next lower "temperature". 9I the desired number of acceptances
is not achieved at three successive "temperatures", the process is considered

"frosen and the optimum pattern is attained. The final optimum result is
given in Fg..(b). This simulation is done for an array of 41 subapertures.
The subaperture size is assumed to be equal to the spacing A between subaper-

tures and is taken to be 61A (figure relevant for optical arrays). The element

distribution function that gives the final optimum result is shown in table 1.
This function is seen to be asymmetric. From formula (1) it is seen that two

elements with opposite index, say n = -10 and n = 10 for the 1-dimensional

came, have different phases and therefore their contributions to the far field fac-
tor are different. In general, the array factor given in formula (1) is a complex

quantity. Although it is frequently thought that the optimum array factor is

real, there seems to be no reason to exclude a complex quantity as an optimum

4
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array factor. Even if the array factor is a complex quantity and asymmetric, it

can be shown that the far field (power) pattern is symmetric for arrays with real
weights. In our simulation, the weights are real (1 or -1) and the pattern in

Fig.1(b) is therefore symmetric. The distribution function in table I for the

optimum pattern shown in Ftg.i(b) is for elements -18, -15, and -12 with

weights equal to -1; if we make elements +18, +15, and +12 also with weights

equal to -1, which give. a symmetric army factor, the pattern obtained will be

that shown in Flg.i(c) and is een not to be optimum. From the simulation,
it is found that the result of the simulated annealin procedure is relatively ro-

bust for different initial distribution functions, that is, it eventually gives the

same optimum pattern for different initial distribution functions, as long as the
initial distribution function forms a pattern with a single main beam. The final

weighting function in table 1 was obtained from a uniform initial distribution

function (all weights- 1) and it is interesting that switching of weights happens

for only a few elements (three). The function in table 1 gives an optimum

pattern only for broad side direction. Like the Dolph-Chebyshev optimum func-

tion, the optimum function given by simulated annealing is different for different
steering angles, but an optimal weight distribution can be computed for each

steering angle. From the simulation result, it is seen that the optimum far field

pattern has similar featurm to the pattern given by the Dolph-Chebyshev dis-

tribution function. In the Dolph-Chebyshev pattern, all the sidelobes have the

same level for a specified beamwidth. A nuinerical example in [11 shows an 8-

element array (element separation d - 0.5A) with 25.8(dB) sidelobe level and
40.8* beamwidth. The optimum pattern given by our simulation shows nearly

equal level side lobes which are minimized for the given beamwidth.

5 DISCUSSION

Simulated annealing is a modification of the iterative improvement algorithm [4].

It is physically more meaningful and can be computed more systematically than

the iterative improvement [4]. Physically, the simulated annealing process is

analogou to the cooling of atoms in crystal growth: careful annealing produces

a defect-free crystal, rapid annealing produces a defective crystal or glass [3].

The probabilistic treatment with the probability function P(AE) = ezp(-f)

:0



provides a way to accept the unfavorable changes and is easy to compute. From

our simulation, it has been found that the simulated annealing algorithm seems

always to give better performance than the iterative improvement algorithm.
Since simulated annealing is a modified iterative improvement proce, it

takes a relatively long time to do an optimization problem just as iterative
- t does in a computer calculation. The phased array synthesis in

our simulation rum for one hour or so for an array of 41 elmnts on a MICRO
PDP- 11 computer. Finding an efficient scheme to reduce the excmsive amounts
of computer time on most optimum problems has always been of concern [$HI.
Otherwise, if enough computMion power is available, iterative improvmt can
be run from random starts for many times to approach the optimum state. Fast
opto-digital computing schemes similar to those described in [81 may also be

considered for phased amry synthesis by simulated annealing. It is understood

that the far field is the Fourier transform of the arra distribution functioa. An
optical len. can be used for computing the Fourier tranform as the distribution
function is inputed to the fro t focal plane of the lms via, for emmple, an appro.

priate computer driven spaial light modulator (SLM). The Fourier transform
in the back focal plane can be recorded and fed to the computer/controller to

make the simulated annealing decision. The outcome is fedback to the SLM to
change the distribution function in the front focal plane. The hybrid opto-digital
schem will do the Fourier transform instantly. In this fashion the computation
asociated with the Fouri transform can be virtuaily eliminated assuming a
high speed SLM and computer interface are utilized. An optoelectronic Bolts-

man machine for acelerating the selection rule has also been propoed earlier
in [8]. This process can be repeated for every step in simulated annealing. Also,

a Cauchy probability selection rule, instead of the Boltzman selection rule, can

be used to speed up the whole annealing process further 17).
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Fig. 1. Simulated anhealing result. (a) Far field pattern for the

uniform distribution; (b) Pattern obtained by simulated

annealing; (c) Pattern obtained from a symmetrized version

of the weights distribution obtained by simulated annealing.
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